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Breakfast at Huembes: An Essay
by Jackie Dulude, TEFL 62

Tucked back behind the Rivas expresos, almost to the street, just before 
the taxi drivers begin their assault on the ears, yelling destinations 
and prices as if they know, amidst a little stretch of vendors and shoe 
shiners--somewhere in this dark little corner of the world is a place to eat 
breakfast. Assurances that it is the best, cheapest breakfast available led 
me here. A cross country trip requires something heartier than a piece of 
bread. I sit down at the counter and am too caffeine-deficient to speak. 
The woman guesses the reason for my presence: Desayuno? Yes. And 
coffee. 

I watch her prepare a plate--the kitchen is fully exposed to every client--
and find myself less than enthused about the impending meal. She scoops 
rice-and-beans-but-mostly-rice from vats on the stove, plucks a pre-fried 
egg from a pile of its siblings, does the same for a maduro and little block 
of cheese, and finally tosses a tortilla on top. All with her bare, money-
fingering hands. I think I like it better when the kitchen is not so exposed. 
The plate lands in front of me, followed by a steaming plastic cup of 
brown liquid, and I figure I should get to work.

I try not to think crabby thoughts as 
I dig into this staggeringly average 
meal. Taste is not what really 
matters anyway, right? It’s all about 
cost effectiveness. Fueling the body 
for the fewest córdobas. But is that 
what we have all become? Devotees 
to the book of Good Is Cheap And 
Cheap Is Good? Have the two really 
become absolutely interchangeable? 
This coffee does not have enough 
coffee in it. It seems that standards of nutrition, economics, convenience, 
and taste have all become blurred into an indecipherable mess. Plastic 
patches begin to poke through on the plate, revealing a shiny bed of oil 
from which my breakfast has risen.

Assurances that this is the best, cheapest breakfast available have led me 
here. The latter is certainly true--the bill comes out to a comfortable 30 
cords. As for the former, I think I’d have to first answer the question: is 
good the same as cheap? After so much time equating the two, forking 
down plates of tasteless sustenance, I am not so sure. Looking at the 
remnants of my Huembes breakfast, I can’t help but feel that, rather than 
a steal, this meal is nothing more than a grease-saturated compensation 
prize. I hand the cashier-cook my money and walk out toward the sun and 
the impatient, cacophonous taxis.

“It seems that 

standards of nutrition, 

economics, convenience, 

and taste have all 

become blurred into an 

indecipherable mess.”



Game of 
Thrones

The First Ever Va Pue 
Cook-off

Katherine Wzorek TEFL 62
Jackie Dulude TEFL 62

           Have you ever seen the television show Throw Down 
with Bobby Flay? If not, you have been missing out, and 
should probably spend the rest of the day attempting to 
download at least one episode of it. The concept of Throw 
Down is simple--renowned Food Network chef Bobby 
Flay challenges another chef to cook-off (or throw down) 
against him. Both chefs cook the same dish and can put 
their own unique spin on it. The dishes are then judged in 
a blind taste test.  Finally, a winner is announced and walks 
away with all the glory.
           
            We editors at Va Pue have always dreamed of doing 
a similar cook-off against our very own chef, Miguel Lind-
hout Director of Programming and Training. By now, you 
all have probably tasted his food or baking at your swear-
ing-ins, trainings, or Safety and Security meetings.  You 
probably already know just how delicious, mouth-water-
ing, and heavenly Miguel’s food is. No matter the cuisine, 
whether it is Asian, BBQ, or Italian, we all know- -Miguel 
can throw down in the kitchen.

           Maybe we at Va Pue were simply curious to see just 
how good Miguel’s food would be when in a situation with 
clear limits on supplies, money, and amount of burners to 
be used. Maybe we wanted to see Miguel smack talk an-
other volunteer. Or, maybe, we were all just really desper-
ate for a home-cooked, delicious meal. A cook-off needed 
to happen. After a year of planning, the cook-off finally 
started to formulate. Dates were set, competition rules 
were outlined, judges were chosen (our Va Pue editors, of 
course), and a challenger was selected.

“I guess I fell into 
cooking.”
                 -Bobby Flay



        We decided that our cook-off theme would be Purely 
Pali.  This meant that competitors could cook whatever 
dish that they wanted, but all the basic ingredients had to 
come from Pali.  Why Purely Pali, you may ask? Well, the 
majority of sites have access to a Pali, or a Pali-like market, 
that sells the basics- -your standard vegetables, fruits, 
proteins, and bread products. We wanted to really put our 
competitors to the test to prove that gallo pinto doesn’t 
have to be your daily norm if you choose to get creative in 
the kitchen.   
 
         And who was that person who was going to compete 
against Miguel? It was none other than PCV Iron Chef Tra-
vis Hargett ENV62 from Calle Real, Leon, fan of all things 
food and Bobby Flay, and best known for a delicious 
vegetable curry and delectable scrambled eggs. Travis 
was certainly up for the challenge, stating that he felt like 
he was in the best shape of his life, ready to take on the 
competition.
 
        And so the day finally came, October 3rd.  Travis and 
Miguel met, each a bit apprehensive, a bit nervous and 
unsure of what to expect out of the competition. There 
were many questions as to who would cook what and who 
would become the overall champion. Both competitors 
shared a few initial thoughts--Miguel stated there were 
some unknowns with Travis’ cooking. Travis said that he 
respected Miguel’s baking. But this is not a baking compe-
tition; we’re not looking for the next Betty Crocker!
 
        Each competitor would cook for a total of 6 judges. 
Incidentally, both competitors decided to make a soup and 
an entrée. Each competitor was given a budget of 500 cór-
dobas (this budget was to cook for a total of 10 people); 
however, both competitors remained well below budget, 
only spending approximately 250 córdobas each.  In addi-
tion, Miguel’s son Jimmy competed in the ‘youth’ category 
and decided to make us delicious pickles.
 
        Both competitors went to Pali and had the same 
amount of time to shop and access to the same ingredi-
ents. Competitors then returned to Miguel’s house and 
had access to basic herbs and spices. They were given the 
same amount of time to cook and prepare their meals. The 
dishes were served head to head, and a blind taste test 
ensued.  Judges based their decision on presentation, aro-
ma, taste, creativity, and a separate soup category. Smack 
talking was kept to a minimum throughout the competi-
tion.
 

“... be comfortable 
with the ingredients 
you are using.”
                 -Bobby Flay



         Now, let’s get to the good stuff. What ex-
actly did our two fearless competitors create? 
First, Travis created an egg flower (aka egg 
drop) soup and then finished with a savory 
garlic crepe, topped with a potato green pea 
curry and classic raita sauce (cucumber mint 
yogurt sauce).  Miguel made a carrot cilantro 
soup with lime for garnish and then finished 
off with a traditional chicken and dumpling. 
Originally, Miguel had planned on doing a 
chicken Marsala (one of his favorite dishes to 
cook), but decided to go for a simpler dish. 
Competitors agreed that these dish selections 
were based on feasibility.  
 
       Both competitors ended up cooking for 
about three hours total, chopping vegetables, 
prepping the meats, and working furiously. 
The kitchen seemed tense, silent, and very, 
very hot.  Few words were exchanged, only to 
share a common knife or ask where a certain 
bowl could be found.

        And finally after a couple of hours, the 
food was ready, the final touches added, and 
the food was delicious. Bobby Flay would be 
proud. First out of the kitchen was an egg 
flower soup, steaming hot and cleansing after 
a sweaty day in Managua. The broth was 
heartwarming, almost soulful, a hint of soy 
peeking through the salt and set off nicely by 
fluffy blooms of cooked egg. Not bland, yet 
not overly seasoned, this Asian-inspired soup 
was enthusiastically welcomed by the judges 
and a solid start to our contest.   
 
        Next up was a counter to the egg flower 
in every possible way. The carrot cilantro cur-
ried soup packed quite a punch from the very 
first bite. Creamy yet accented with a tangy 
lime garnish, this second soup was a study in 
flavor layers. The serious spiciness, pointing 
to a Mexican inspiration, and the Middle-East-
ern-reminiscent curry component, rather than 
competing for attention from the taste buds, 
worked together in harmony to create a sassy 
carrot puree that this judge could not get 
enough of.
 



         The entree course was kicked off by 
a savory garlic crepe topped with a po-
tato green pea curry and raita. Though 
the presentation left something lacking, 
a symphony of delightfully, surprisingly 
intense flavors were to be found here. 
The bed of this dish, sort of a thin, buttery 
pancake, was not particularly garlicky, but 
nonetheless provided a smooth and fluffy 
base for the star of the plate, which was a 
vibrant curry. Onions, potatoes, and green 
peas swirled together in a sultry golden 
stew. The curry was precisely spiced and 
seasoned, achieving an almost delicate 
balance--quite the feat, considering the 
competitors were limited to Pali for their 
ingredient shopping. But the curry was 
also hearty and filling, excellent for non-
meat-eaters looking for a satisfying meal. 
The heaviness of the plate’s main attrac-
tion was lightened wonderfully by the 
cucumber yogurt sauce that crowned the 
dish. Cool and tangy and freshened by a 
generous portion of bright green dill, the 
raita was the perfect accent to a delicious-
ly creative take on an Indian staple.

          The final entry to this tantalizing 
food competition was a traditional chick-
en and dumpling that was an obvious 
appeal to the judges’ emotions--one bite 
conjured up memories of a home-cooked 
meal straight from my mother’s kitchen. 
Served in a soup bowl and topped with 
fresh black pepper and parsley, the stan-
dard American dish was hearty and thick. 
Pieces of juicy chicken (boneless!) and 
perfectly cooked carrots swam in a rich, 
creamy blend. Though the dumplings were 
a bit overcooked, very dense and difficult 
to break apart, the surrounding elements 
combined to make a soon-to-be-RPCV feel 
nostalgic and homesick. This almost per-
fectly executed all-American stew left the 
belly full and the heart happy.



          And who won? Well, everyone turned out a win-
ner with full stomachs. Jimmy won our youth division 
with some awesome pickles. And the competition 
between Miguel and Travis was close, very, very close. 
Miguel ending up winning by one point over Travis. 
Overall, both competitors were happy to have finished. 
To see a small interview about the winning moment, 
click this link here.
 
          From this Purely Pali, Bobby Flay cook-off, one 
thing is clear. Food is so much more than just a bunch 
of rice and beans. Rather, food is an art form. Even if 
it’s cliché to write, food is cooked with love and care, 
memories from the past that inspire our present meals. 
Miguel reminisced about cooking soup for his grand-
father. You know, really hearty, earthy Midwestern 
soups on a freezing cold day as a way to show love and 
appreciation. Or, cooking a big, common dish during 
his high school years and inviting friends over to share 
a common meal and laughter. Travis talked about his 
grandmother, who would serve each family member 
their favorite dish on their birthday--for Travis, spaghet-
ti, to celebrate another birthday, another year.  Food is 
a passion, with stroganoff recipes passed down from 
generations, with fathers teaching sons how to make 
homemade pickles, and with sweat and hard work for 
hours and hours to feed a few hungry volunteers.
 
          Yes, cooking may take work and it may be difficult 
in Nicaragua, but it’s possible and beautiful to share 
a meal with friends and family. Our host families and 
friends add to our recipe repertoires, teaching us Nica 
dishes that become our new favorites, such as filete 
con jalapeno for Miguel, and classic beans with a bit 
of oil, pepper, and onions for Travis.  And even though 
cooking may be a bit more complicated with not as 
many ingredients or gadgets, the food can still be 
amazing, with the same passion and love.

Special thanks to Miguel 
and the entire Lindhout 
family for opening up 
their home and kitchen 
to us!





things that make me happy (or have grown 
to make me happy) in Nicaragua      
Becca Shanfield, ENV62
The other day I was sitting in a hot, stuffy classroom with sweat 
dripping down probably every part of my body, kids were scream-
ing, chickens were crowing (do they not realize that it’s not the 
morning anymore?!), and things were just overall hectic. In my 
head I was listing off all the things that I was looking forward to for when I get home-
I’ll no longer have to deal with this sweat mustache that appears when I’m over the 
top hot, there’s AC, kids raise their hands, cheeeeesse, and the list goes on. But then, I 
stopped and placed myself in the present. I thought, instead of making a list of things 
I’m looking forward to having, why don’t I stop and appreciate the things that I have 
right now in this very moment, the little things that make Nicaragua, Nicaragua. So, 
here they are, in no particular order--las cosas que me ponen feliz en Nicaragua.  

a

csdfgjrkl
Getting a seat on the bus—no matter if you are squished between two fat people or have a random 
baby in your lap, it’s always better than having to stand for hours and having the tajada ladies push 
you around. Getting a seat on the bus and no one sitting next to you pushes the happiness level 
even higher (secret: don’t wear deodorant).

Having a witty excuse to piropos. Being cat-called is one of the most annoying things 
to deal with on a daily basis so I’ve found that I always feel better if I scream “CHANCHO,” or 

“Qué pena que sos tan feo,” at the cat-caller. Yeah, it’s immature but so are they, so whatever. 

Chair stitches. In the US when a plastic chair breaks, it’s done-zo, you don’t even try to salvage 
it. Here, a little crack or the chair not having a limb is 100% fixable with chair stitches, as I call 
them, or by just stacking the broken chair on top of another one. Why would you ever need to 
throw it out? Perfect example of reusing!

The fact that you are not allowed to refuse food. I mean you can but then you get 
called odiosa or people say, “Por qué no me quieres?!” I’ve very politely refused food before, yet 

still ended up with a plate of food in front of me. 

My really dumb jokes that people still laugh at—I always tell my students that our 
compost tastes like chocolate and they should try it or, my favorite, on an extra hot day, I will say, 
“Que frío tengo yo!  Es como está nevando aquí en El Sauce!”  No matter the audience, I always get 
some cackles. 

 1.

 3.
 2.

 4.
 5.



Getting dizzy from rocking too hard in a rocking chair.

Spreading ridiculous chisme about myself. Every small town 
loves to talk about what you are doing and how you are doing it because you 
are a foreigner, so why not make it entertaining? I’ve convinced all of my 
students that Prince Royce is my boyfriend and is waiting for me back home. 
I’ve gotten all the profes to go along with it and it’s gotten as far as one stu-
dent swearing she saw a picture of the two of us together on Facebook. For the win. 

Gallo pinto, fresh cuajada and a warm tortilla. ‘Nuff said. 

Late night stoop seshes. I love that it’s totally okay to show up unannounced 
to hang out with friends. You’re almost never interrupting anything except 
maybe a telenovela. Showing up at night means taking the rocking chairs 
outside to the stoop (rocking til you get dizzy), drinking fresco, and chatting 
about life while the kids play soccer in the street in front of us. It’s the best 
way to end a long day. 

 My bike. My bike is my stallion in site, except bright yellow and covered 
with Monster Energy Drink stickers. It knows El Sauce just as well as I do, 

every crack in the road, every hill, and every bolo corner. It’s been with me 
through it all, early morning rides to pick up bricks, chinear-ing a kid home 

from school, sweaty afternoon rides to the campo, and late night rides 
home under the light of the moon and stars. The kids have named it salvaje 

(savage) and I personally could not have picked a better name for it. 

Bueno pues, este, entonces chavalos, qué hacemos?

 
Nica habits and the fact that I’ll look crazy using them at home--the finger 

wag, the nose scrunch, the lip point, the Nica gasp, the fijate que, etc. 

 When people get real serious when they talk about duendes… fijate que 
I don’t believe in duendes but, I heard there were some duende footprints 
over by the river, so don’t by any means go over there. 

 Exploring, going somewhere new and sharing it. I took 6 Nicas on a hike 
to a small waterfall in El Sauce. There were 3 kids and 3 adults and af-
ter 2 hours of hiking in the blazing sun, no one wanted to continue, but 
they were convinced that the Martinez family had a house nearby. So, we 
pushed on, not for the waterfall but for the Martinez’s. With a little push, 
we finally made it, jumped in and enjoyed the refreshing, cold water. They 

still talk about the trip to this day and how badly we wanted to find the Martinez family, 
but found the waterfall instead. I still have no idea who the Martinez family is. 

Being able to call El Sauce home. The minute the bus pulls into El Sauce 
a sense of “Whew, I’m home” comes over me. Being able to show up in a 
small town knowing absolutely no one to now walking down the street 
with smiling children yelling, “Adios, Profe Rebe,” makes me really over-
whelmingly happy.  

6.
7.

  8.
 9.
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Managua
Restaurant Reviews

In Haiku Form

Zacate Limon

Salad and 
Sandwiches

1000 Calorie 
Cakes

We so Facenta

Katherine Wzorek 
TEFL 62

Food Court

The food court, 
Again

Either mall, 
Doesn’t matter

what to get this 
time

Adam Heller
TEFL 62

Suggestions

Pizza Valentis

Casa de las 
Nogueras

Casa del Cafe

Pablo Jiron

UCa Veggies

Veggie Comedor

Wholesome Veg-
gies, grains, and 

soy

Cheap eats give 
me joy

Robin Swanhuyser
TEFL 64



Pan e vino

so much money 
but

the food is amaz-
ing and

they deliver wine

Emily Ryan
TefL 62

Rock 
Munchies

You can’t go 
wrong with

Trebolacteo, 
enjoy

laid back 
ambiance

Xochilt Fabian

Casa Arabe

Delicious Hummus

You might have to 
wait all day

Ask for AC room

Katherine Wzorek
TefL 62

Comedor 
across from 
Backpackers

so much money 
but

the food is 
amazing and

they deliver wine

Jackie Dulude
TefL 62

Mosh

New twist on 
burgers

come for coffee, 
salad, soup

relax a latte

Peter Hach

Choy’s

Eat a choy’s 
burgers

But get the 
smallest portions

jk, Stuff yo Face

Paola Martin del 
Campo TEFL 62 

David Wolfson SBD 58



An Un-Returned RPCV’s Take on Life 

Post-Peace Corps
by RPCV Isabel Bauerlein, TEFL 60
During your COS conference, they tell you that the readjustment back to the States after you finish your service is 
going to be weird and difficult.  I finished my service as a TEFL Volunteer in November of last year and indeed the 
time I spent back at home in Pennsylvania as an RPCV was both weird and difficult. Home had somehow 
simultaneously managed to remain exactly as I had left it two years prior and to be fundamentally unrecognizable.  I 
appeared to be the same to everyone at home, yet I had grown in profound ways that I didn’t know how to 
articulate and I mostly just came off as socially incompetent. Apparently it’s not okay to point with your lips, or 
throw toilet paper in the trashcan, or eat all your meals with a spoon.  I still had one foot firmly in Nicaragua and one 
foot trying to find its slippery footing back in America. Unlike my other recently COSed friends who knew that 
America was their permanent next step and began to put down roots, I knew that America was just a temporary 
home for a few weeks before I left for Panama to serve 9 months as a Peace Corps Response Volunteer.  My plan 
was to wash the Nueva Guinea mold off my Peace Corps clothes, refold them into my well-worn suitcase, and head 
back to Peace Corps for a new project and a new country. 

Three weeks before my departure date for Response, I learned that a staff position with Peace Corps Panama’s 
Teaching English project opened up and I was encouraged to apply. I was offered and accepted the position to be 
the Programming and Training Specialist just before Christmas and I headed to Panama in mid-January, right around 
when I would have left anyway. I flew down to Panama with a one-way ticket and two suitcases, this time packed 
with mold-free and substantially more professional clothes than I had originally planned on taking. 

My only other point of reference for living and working in Central America was my experience in Nicaragua. I 
arrived in Panama City and experienced a whole other kind of culture shock. Panama is not America and nor is it 
Nicaragua. I realized that the Spanish I learned in Nicaragua was very Nicaraguan. I had to quickly learn some survival 
Panamanian Spanish like using tú instead of vos, saying vaina instead of chunche, and replacing ¡aye dios mío! with 
¡chuleta!.  As a capital, Panama City is vastly different from Managua and is probably closer to Miami in the ‘90s; it 
has huge skyscrapers, an air-conditioned metro, the largest mall in Central America, and an interesting mix of Latino 
and American influences.  For the most part, using Nicaragua as my reference point helped me adjust really easily to 
Panama—I’m super appreciative of all of the modern convinces I can find in Panama City like hot water in my 
apartment and hummus in the grocery store. But sometimes referring back to Nicaragua has made me a little 
judgmental, like when I said the Panamanian tortillas weren’t real tortillas because the deep-fried corn hockey puck 
shaped breakfast food didn’t resemble anything close to the tortillas in Nicaragua. During my first few weeks in the 
office in Panama, I often caught myself saying, “That’s not how we did it in PC Nicaragua.” Comparison is 
inevitable, but it’s a new country, a new culture, a new PC post, and a new project for me. I’m learning to just 
observe, ask questions, and understand more about how they do things here and why. Panama is quite different 



than Nicaragua and Peace Corps Panama is quite different than 
Peace Corps Nicaragua.  In PC Panama, 200 volunteers work in 
four sectors: Sustainable Agriculture Systems, Environmental 
Health (building water systems and latrines), Community 
Environmental Conservation, and Teaching English.  Panama 
City is incredibly developed and upon first glance you might 
wonder, why is Peace Corps working here? But, drive 10 
kilometers outside the city and the reality is in stark contrast 
to the gleaming skyscrapers and high end shopping malls; the 
need is much more visible as soon as you cross over the Panama 
canal in either direction. In general, Panama Volunteers are 
placed in much smaller, more rural, and more remote sites than 
in Nicaragua. Volunteers are spread all across the country, and 
although Panama appears to be small, it is long and skinny, and some volunteers live up to 16 hours from the capital 
by bus. Many volunteers live without electricity, running water, or cell phone signal and some have to hike up to two 
hours on foot to arrive to their communities.  Panama is ethnically and culturally diverse and many Volunteers are 
placed in indigenous communities.  I spent the past two weeks driving across the country visiting Teaching English 
volunteers, and I was awestruck by the beauty of Panama, the incredible work Volunteers are dong here, and how 
different every single site is. 

In many ways, starting my post-Peace Corps life as an RPCV living in 
Panama and working for Peace Corps has been the gentlest transition 
I could have asked for. I’m out of it, but I’m still in it.  I’m in it, but on a 
different side of it.  Everything I learned during my service has a 
direct application to my job.  Both the soft skills like patience, flexibility, 
problem solving, and cultural adaptability as well as the hard skills like 
Spanish, project management, and designing and facilitating trainings 
play an active role in my everyday life here in Panama.  I constantly get 
to draw on my own experiences of Peace Corps service and I have a lot 
of empathy and excitement for Panama volunteers and where they are 
in their Peace Corps journey. 

One of my biggest take-aways from working on the staff end of things is a greater understanding of and a greater 
appreciation for what goes on behind the scenes.  As a PCV in Nicaragua, I thought Miguel’s job was essentially to 
bake us delicious goodies, help us find jobs, and host multi-course dinners at his house. None of these things are 
actually in the DPT’s job description; he does these extra things because he is awesome and he does them on top of 
overseeing and ensuring the quality of the training and programming for all four sectors of PC Nicaragua. Nor is it 
Patricia’s only job to process PCV travel reimbursements; she does it on top of a tremendous amount of other 
administrative responsibilities that allow the office to function smoothly. The people who work on staff, whether in 

Peace Corps Panama or Peace Corps 
Nicaragua, whether Nicaraguan, 
Panamanian, or American, are all 
passionate about the mission of Peace Corps and 
incredibly dedicated to 
supporting volunteers so that they can have the 
best experience possible.  If I could offer any 
advice to currently serving volunteers it would be: 
1.) Enjoy every 
minute of your service, because the 
distance from aspirante to RPCV is 
surprisingly short 2.) Say thank you to staff more 
often, a little appreciation goes a long way. 3.) 
Bypass entirely the awkwardness of readjustment 
by remaining an un-returned RPCV. 

”One of the biggest take-

aways from working on 

the staff end of things is a 

greater understanding of 

and a greater appreciation 

for what goes on behind 

the scenes.”



Greetings from PSN!

We would like to formally intro-
duce ourselves! We are PSN and 
here to lend a helping hand or lis-
tening ear. Our mission statement 
is as follows: 

To provide Peace Corps Volunteers 
with an informal and confidential 
support system as well as encour-
age healthy habits and relationship 
building among volunteers. 

How do we do that you might ask? 
PSN aids the Peace Corps Staff 
during Pre- and In-Service Training 
by providing the “volunteer per-
spective” in sessions that deal with 
physical and mental well-being. We 
also reach out to the new volun-
teers when they arrive at their 
sites and after Practicum Week to 
offer advice and help as needed. 
Finally, we offer bi-annual retreats 
for volunteers looking to recharge 

their batteries and bond with other 
PCVs. 
As a matter of fact, we just had 
a retreat to El Hoyo August 29th-
30th! Quetzaltrekkers whisked 15 
of us volunteers from all different 
sectors up the ashy rocks of Cero 

Negro to go volcano boarding. 
Shout out to Chris Shepperd, Peter 
O’Hara, Anna Yonkers and Christina 
Nieves for particularly excellent 
form. After volcano boarding we 
stopped at the entrance to Cero 
Negro for a quick snack of bananas 
and cookies (it only seems fitting 
to mention everything we ate on 
this trip). 

We then hiked 3 hours up to El 
Hoyo, stopping for monkey-view-
ing and veggie-sandwiches. We 
set up camp and then hiked to the 
top to see El Hoyo, the sunset, and 
the moon rise. Dinner was scrump-
tious pasta with tomato sauce 
and vegetables. We then hiked 4 
hours down early the next morning 
after cinnamon, raisin and grano-
la infused oatmeal to Laguna de 
Asososca. We swam and ate veggie 
burritos for lunch, hiked up and out 
of the Laguna to a car that took us 
back to Leon. 

PSN Update

Mariel Scotts
San Rafael del Norte, 
Jinotega
8853 8029

Ruben Mojica
Achuapa, Leon
8701 8526

Carissa Patrone
Telpaneca, Madriz
8713 0959

Deborah Rodriguez
Bluefields, RAAS
8713 0960

Chris Shepperd
Potosi, Rivas
8713 0940

Anna Yockers
Esteli, Esteli
8713 0941

Ryan Mintz
Pearl Lagoon
8848 1192

Robin Swanhuyser
Nindiri, Masaya
8701 7984



HIV  Task Force
Kelsey Guziak

Health 63

Who likes coffee?!
Last year, several health PCVs participated in a project 
that took place in several coffee farms throughout the 
north.  Formally called, “The Mobile Coffee Labor HIV 
Prevention Intervention,” you may know it simply as 
the Coffee Farm Project. The goal of the project is to 
teach coffee pickers about HIV and prevention tech-
niques.  Most coffee pickers are considered a mobile 
population because they leave their communities 
and families to pick coffee beans on farms through-
out northern Nicaragua, where they will spend up to 
3 months away from home. While some will travel 
with their families, many travel alone. For numerous 
reasons, being mobile makes one more at risk for con-
tracting HIV.

This year, we hoped this project would be fully fund-
ed by PEPFAR, aka the President’s Emergency Plan for 
AIDs Relief, which was created 11 years ago by then-
Pres. GW Bush.  PEPFAR gives lots of money to organi-
zations like Peace Corps, who work in HIV prevention. 
Then something really exciting shifted in the interna-
tional health community…

Big Changes.
PEPFAR is entering its Phase 3 aka “The Pivot,” which 
will focus on sustainable control of HIV.  The Pivot 
comes from ambitious goals set by the United Nations 
Program on HIV/AIDs (think HIV Task Force on a global 
scale). These goals are dubbed “90-90-90,” and read 
as follows:

• 90 percent of all people with HIV will be diag-
nosed
• 90 percent of them on ART (antiretroviral 
treatment)
• 90 percent of them will be virally suppressed 
by 2020 (as in, they are way less contagious and less 
likely to pass HIV)

This would leave about 72% of total people living with 
HIV virally suppressed.  For comparison, the current 
status of viral suppression in Latin America/Caribbe-

an = 22% (based on 2013 information from WHO).  So, 
if you want to sound hip in the health world, throw 
around the term “90-90-90” when referring to HIV 
work. You’ll be sure to impress your peers. 

Why the changes? 
According to the UNAIDs, “the bold targets are a re-
sponse to recent scientific evidence that diagnosing 
HIV and starting treatment earlier can prevent its 
transmission and dramatically improve health out-
comes. Suppressed viral load is critical for reducing 
both the harmful effects of HIV infection on people’s 
health and the risk of infecting others.”  After decades 
of research, we do have a better understanding of HIV, 
and these indicator changes reflect how the interna-
tional community is improving its the fight against HIV. 

What does that mean for us?
As you may or may not know, VAST grants, and many 
projects that health PCVs take on, are funded by PEP-
FAR. If PEPFAR indicators change, so do VAST indica-
tors.  Other than getting involved with national-proj-
ects (re: Coffee Farm Project), the best indicator for 
non-health PCVs to peruse in a VAST grant is:  Gender 
& HIV (10 hours minimum). Book groups are a great 
way to teach about gender, and we are currently de-
veloping the material to make Spanish books available 
to PCVs from all sectors.  Be sure to stay tuned to fu-
ture HIV TaskForce updates for how you can start your 
own book group in site! 

Lesson learned.
As we all know, development work is a huge web of 
governmental and non-governmental organizations 
that spans the globe, stretching from European diplo-
mats to Nicaraguan nurses, and as Peace Corps Volun-
teers we are very much apart of the mix.  A shift in one 
part of this web can impact the entire balance.  This 
is especially true in health development work, as the 
global epidemiological climate is in constant flux as cul-
tures and behvaiors shift as well.  Understanding the 
shifting health proprities in a country like Nicaragua 
– from infant mortality, to chikanguina, to diabetes in 



a matter of a few years requires constant monotiring 
and evaluation, observation, data collection, trial and 
error, and (!!!) funding. 

The PEPFAR changes serve as an example of the fra-
gility of health development work. Our work is not 
immune to changes, growth, setbacks, and challeng-
es.  We are very lucky to be here and we are increcibly 
lucky to be funded. The takeaway lesson from PEPFAR 
is that CHANGE HAPPENS, sometimes when you are 
least expecting it. 

Back to Coffee.  
Coffee! We love coffee. We love the people that pick 
our coffee. We are here to support Nicaragua and to 
learn about Nicaragua, and the Coffee Farm Project 
fulfills all of those things. Though no longer PEPFAR 
funded (re: sad face), we are hoping to find sustanable 
counterparts and funding.  Keep your eyes and ears 
peeled for next year – this is a long-term project that 
involves surveying, interventions, and support from 
PCVs representing all sectors.  

Read more here (preferably with a big cup of coffee): 

• http://www.unaids.org/en/resources/docu-
ments/2014/90-90-90 
• http://www.unaids.org/en/resources/press-
centre/featurestories/2014/june/20140606lactargets 



Gender & Development Committee Update

Vision: Power, respect, and opportunity are no longer gendered.

#1 CAMP GLOW

WHAT & WHEN:
We will be holding the 4th Annual Camp GLOW (Girls Leading Our World) in the Tisey Reserve, 
south of Esteli from January 25-29, 2016 at Eco Posada Tisey. The camp will target girls ages 12-16 
and will focus on developing healthy communication skills, empowering girls to become role mod-
els in society, and promoting gender equality.
 
HOW: 
Email Rachel Ganz for an application (rachelsganz@gmail.com) and permission slips, which will be 
due due Friday, October 30th, 2015. Applications need to be scanned/photographed and sent to 
Rachel Ganz (rachelsganz@gmail.com) or placed in Rachel Ganz’s locker in the office. 
Questions? Call Rachel Ganz at 8338-5501.
 
WHO:
Participation is open to any Nicaraguan girl who meets the following criteria:
∙  Is between 12-16 years of age
∙  Demonstrates role-model qualities
 
Each participant will need to pay a non-refundable fee of C$100 to save their spot, which must be 
turned in to their respective PCV. This S$100 is not for their transport. Transport to the camp will be 
reimbursed to the youth during camp, meaning the youth will need to front the money for their ini-
tial transport to camp. Their return transport will also be given to them during the camp.  All meals 
and a bed are provided.
 
This year, you can nominate up to 4 girls from your community. When you nominate a girl, fill in the 
“RANK” box at the top of the application, putting 1 for the applicant you most want to attend, 2 for 
second, and so on to make known your personal opinion of the best qualified nominees. 



We will contact you about which participants were selected by Friday, November 13th and you will 
need to help them prepare to come to camp and help them raise the C$100 and initial transporta-
tion cost. $ will be due Friday, December 11th.
 
The general information and camp norms are included on the first page of the application and 
should be kept by the applicant.  Only the 2nd and 3rd pages need to be turned in.
 
PCVs are essential to Camp Glow’s success. If girls from your community are chosen, you will be 
our main contact throughout the process. You will be responsible for:
 
∙  Making sure applications and copy of permission slips are turned in and complete 
∙  Ranking your nominations
∙  Providing the packing list when selected
∙  Collecting non-refundable C$100 (fundraising with your girls) and turning it in to Rachel Ganz by 
Friday December 11th
∙  Finding a replacement if your girl camper drops out after January 1st
∙  Holding on to permission slips (until travel day) because the girl will need a hard copy of paren-
tal permission
∙  Accompanying your selected girls to central meeting point before camp
∙  Supporting a project led by girls after camp in your community
∙  Communicating with your selected camper(s), Rachel Ganz and rest of GAD Committee
 
Make sure you don’t let your youth miss this amazing opportunity! There are only 50 spots, so get 
applications in ASAP!  Questions? Contact Rachel Ganz (rachelsganz@gmail.com, 8338-5501). 

#2 SOCIAL MEDIA UPDATES

Follow us on: 
Twitter: @GADNicaragua
Facebook Page: Peace Corps Nicaragua: Gender & Development Committee
Blog: https://pcnicagad.wordpress.com/

#3 CAMP CHACA

In July 2015, PCVs celebrated the successful completion of our first gender-equality camp for boys, 
Camp CHACA, in Estelí. During CHACA (“Chavalos A Caballeros”), 45 boys learned about gender, 
sexuality, paternity, and violence. These 45 boys traveled to a new community to learned about 
how to be gentlemen. GAD Nicaragua will be taking the lead on planning next year’s Camp CHA-
CA, so we will keep you posted.

GAD, out! 
 



Food
An ode to your daily gallo pinto, neon colored 
and plastic bagged frescos, ripely picked 
mangoes, sweet corn surprises from the North, 
and everything in between

CLAIRE QUINN ENV 62, JOHN KOTULA HE 65, TARA FLINT ENV 60, KATHERINE WZOREK TEFL 62 
Kirsten Hoaby TEFL 66



The
Creators



Tangerines come in December, mangoes in April, dragon-
fruit in September. The fruits are in ample abundance, with 

neighbors trying to give away mangoes before they rot. And 
man, are they sweet, so sweet, and so perfect. and by the 

end, I never want to see another Mango again. But, that’s the 
beauty of it- absence makes the heart grow fonder, and I 

could really go for another sweet Mango right now.

Fruits



Pali
Your Cheaply priced, walmart 
owned, long-lined, 
non air conditioned, one stop 
shop for all your basic goods



The Finer Things in Life
Because it’s important to treat yourself. Because A 3 hour 

round trip Bus rides to Sebaco just for Guirila is 
always worth it. Because A sushi Dinner in Managua can 

make any day infinitely Better. Because Coffee IS A 
MAGICAL EXILIR. And because gourment ice cream, while it 

may be pricey, is always a good life DECISION.  



ZACH MOORE

What Nica animal would they be? 
He’d be a Nica horse. Not one of the emaciated ones you see on the 
side of the highway but one of the elegant, dancing ones that you 
see at the Hípica of Granada.

In one sentence brag about why they are so awesome.
Zach had to work so many weekends coordinating Fundacion Uno classes during the last two years and I 
don’t think that I heard him complain about it at all  (I definitely would have).

By Issac Graham

Where do you think they’ll be in 5 years?
I think that Zach will be teaching English in some foreign country and in his free time, he’ll be saving swimmers 
from shark attacks.

Projects I’m proud of:
There are over 35 English teachers in the city of Chinandega. I’m proud of the fact that all of them know me 
and have worked with me in some aspect or another. I helped create the Asociación de Profesores de Inglés 
de Chinandega (APICH), which has served as a Community of Practice, and have spent two years working at 
creating a sense of camaraderie and teamwork between the English teachers here. After 16 workshops and 
various extracurricular activities, we still have a long way to go to reach complete sustainability, but hey, it’s 
a start.

Final words: “I’m interested only in the present. If you can concentrate 
always on the present, you’ll be a happy man. You’ll see that that there is 
life in the desert, that there are stars in the heavens, and that tribesmen 
fight because they are part of the human race. Life will be a party for you, a 
grand festival, because life is the moment we’re living in now.”
     - The camel driver, The Alchemist

COS’ing PCVs share their proudest moments, projects,  
answer questions about their group members, and 

leave us with final words and advice.
Compiled by Travis Hargett
Illustrations by Erik Johnson



MARIEL STOTTS
By Samantha McKenzie

What Nica animal they would be? Three-wattled bellbird, because like the species, 
Mariel learns her song rather than having the song determined by instinct.

In one sentence brag about why they are so awesome.  
She is a thoughtful, loyal friend and feminist with great taste in jewelry.

Projects you did/proudest moments from Mariel: My proudest moments 
were the times when I walked away from something for a moment, and my 
counterparts and participants took ownership and kept the momentum going. 
It was important for me to search for these small victories and appreciate 
them when I found them.

Final words from Mariel: This advice is repeated over and over again, but it’s because it’s valuable: 
spend time building relationships in your community, and savor small successes. Don’t compare yourself 
or your service to others’, rather spend your energy doing your best for yourself and your community. 
Enjoy, because this is a unique experience!

CARISSA PATRONE
By Jordyn Strege

What will you miss the most about them? I’ll miss the constant exchange 
of life’s events here, and her making me a better person.

What’s your first memory of this person? 
Her being chronically ill during training.

The most embarrassed you ever felt for this person. When she fell running 
after a bus and her chiclero broke because it was filled with mud. lol.

Where do you think they’ll be in 5 years? 
Doing yoga in some serene location.

JOE DANIELS 
By Megan Coleman

What ice cream topping is this person? 
My all time favorite and a classic, the Dairy Queen 
crunch top. It is the perfect combination of sweet 
and salty with fun sprinkled throughout. 

Where do you think they’ll be in 5 years?
I believe we will find Joe with his next adventure 
scribbled in his planner, excitedly discussing how 
he made some quite random connections and how 
they have helped formulate his plans.

In one sentence brag about why they are so awesome.
Joe, he could be your companion rock climbing in the mountains or that 
midnight phone call to talk about life, he is one of the best and most genu-
ine friends you could ever have.

Final Words from Joe: This has truely been a trying expierence, but I’m 
so glad I stuck through the hard times in the beginning. I have learned so 
much about myself and while I’m upset to be leaving, I know I’m leaving a 
better person than I was before I came. 

Sign-off from Carissa :
To all of my 62ers, you are 
my family and I can’t wait 
to have many themed 
reunions in the future.  I 
am so happy to have had 
this crazy experience with 
everyone in Peace Corps 
Nicaragua and to be sur-
rounded by some of the 
most incredible people. 
Keep on being awesome! 



CLINTON PARKER
By Emily Ryan

Where do you think they’ll be in 5 years?
Clint will have finished his Ph.D. in Linguistics in Germany and will be about to 
move to Russia with Nadia. He will be fluent in at least eight languages.

In one sentence brag about why they are so awesome.
If vee ah to take awesome az meaning hard-verking, efficient, und humorless, zhen 
Klaus ist none of zees sings.

Your fav./ least fav. thing about this person.
My favorite thing about Clint is his sense of humor. He always gets my humor and I always get his. Also, 
he’s always down to fun game and watch Law and Order: SVU.
My least favorite thing about Clint is his unwillingness to accept that Abraham Lincoln was a dyed-in-the-
wool Illinoisan. He may have been born in Kentucky but he got the hell out of there as soon as he could 
and made his home in the great state that would later become known as the “Land of Lincoln.” Sorry, 
Kentucky – he’s ours. But, hey, you still got Colonel Fried Chicken.

Proudest projects from Clint: Easy Miskito Video Language Series, Rama Culture,  and a Map Mural 
on Rama Cay High School
Proudest Moments from Clint: Successfully jumping out of a bus window to avoid being stabbed.

NADIA SOTO
By Deb Rodriguez

Where do you think they’ll be in 5 years? Working at an 
amazing NGO focusing on human rights.

In one sentence brag about why they are so awesome. 
Nadia is so strong, so knowledgeable, so genuinely nice 
without ever trying to bring any attention to herself.

What ice cream topping is this person? Salt and lime, 
because she wouldn’t eat it any other way.

Projects you did/proudest moments from Nadia: 
The project I was most proud of were my reading groups, Rama mural, and Easy 
Miskito. I worked with different ethnic groups for each project. Diverse settings 
are environments I grew up in and they are where I feel most comfortable. I also 
love that I was able to work with indigenous groups that most people will never 
meet. I was exposed to a very rich and diverse Nicaraguan culture and for that I 
am extremely thankful.   



JEN SNEED
By Rebecca Sharrow 

What’s your first memory of this person?
She arrived with the other Niquinhomos’ sweating after walking from Niquinhomo to a 
charla during training.

Nica animal they would be?
A stray cat, so she could kill her host mom’s annoying chocoyo birds.

Nica trait they’ve picked up.
Eating enormous amounts of tajadas.

Where do you think they’ll be in 5 years?
Best Spanish teacher ever!

CLAIRE QUINN
By Tom Ford

Where do you think they’ll be in 5 years?
Doing something that’s really cool, like inventing new ways to analyze birds’     
happiness via its flight pettern, or co-signing a landmark bill with Michael Vick 
about land and animal (mainly sloth) protection .

Brag about why they are so awesome:
Sorry, but Claire Quinn’s awesomeness does not fit into one sentence. That’s why 
I’m using this second one.

Where will you meet each other next?
That’s easy. The moon, or Antarctica.

What will you miss most about them?
She is really fun, and calms me, and gets me excited at the same time. And she is one of my best 
friends. It’s going to be hard not to live close to her. I love her energy for group activities, espe-
cially when she gives this little arm swing/pump, when she’s like “okay, let’s go! :) (you should 
ask me, and I’ll show you). I’ve never not enjoyed my time with her. Her and Marisol have been 
my go-to when I was feeling like a wreck. So, Mari and Quinnie the Pooh, from the bottom of my 
heart, I need to tell you two, I love you. Thank you so much.

Accomplishments from Jen: STEP and my work with a women’s empowerment NGO.

Advice from Jen:  “Don’t judge each day by the harvest you reap but by the seeds that you 
plant.” -Robert Louis Stevenson

Advice from Claire: Never say no to a party, always accept an invitation to dance, and proceed 
with caution when eating anything flavored with Nancites



What will you miss the most about them?
Having her spunky, go-getter, smiling, radiant personality living 30 minutes away 
from me.

What’s your first memory of this person?
I specifically remember her rolling her suitcases in to the airport and being 
overtaken by her massive hiking backpack in DC.

Paola Martin
By Stefanie Kot

Where do you think they’ll be in 5 years?
Working internationally or with an international organization fighting for human 
rights like a boss.
Proudest Moment from Paola: There were many projects that I felt very proud about throughout my service. Two 
of my favorite ones were setting up and coordinating STEP (Striving Towards English Proficiency) in Masaya and contrib-
uting to a variety of projects to improve my rural schools’ infrastructure at the Valle la Laguna. 

The very first project I worked on at my rural school was building an improved stove and an oven with some of my 
friends from college. The second project I worked on with the help of my wonderful site mate, Amanda Fisher was trac-
ing and painting 2 murals; one of a world map and the other of Nicaragua. My community inspired me to apply to two 
more grants. One of the grants was used to build a multi-purpose pavilion with a rain water collection function, the other 
to build four new latrines. It’s amazing to see the physical transformation that my service, with the help of my communi-
ty, counterparts and site mates, have contributed to.

Thanks to everyone who supported me throughout this rewarding journey.

DEB RODRIGUEZ
By Nadia Soto DeAvila

What’s your first memory of this person?
While we were in orientation at Hotel Ticomo, Deb was 
wearing a white one piece bathing suit and yelled out, 
“Ok guys only 822 more days to go!!” 

My favorite thing about Deb are her actions. She doesn’t just talk about love; she shows it. She will 
always give her all to make sure the people she cares about are comfortable and feel loved. She will go 
out of her way to make you feel heard and important without passing judgment. 

My least favorite thing about Deb is how efficient she is. She is always the first to have assignments 
done and is extremely on top of her game. Makes the rest of us look like chumps. 

What will you miss the most about them?
I will miss watching Law and Order SVU while eating Tip Top in bed in barrio New York, Bluefields.

Advice: “Life is like a ferris wheel. One minute you’re on top, the next you’re at the bottom. Just stay in 
your seat, enjoy the ride, and hang on until you reach the top again.”



Ruben Mojica
By Becca Shanfield

Your fav./ least fav. thing about this person.
Favorite: If he wants something, he will do everything in his 
power to get it and he will get it. He’s one of the hardest 
workers that I know. 
Least favorite: He forgets how to hear while eating. He goes 
into an entirely different world where it’s just him and his 
food, no one and nothing else. When done, he 
comes to and either wants more or feels sick and throws up.

Where do you think they’ll be in 5 years?
Captain of his San Francisco Quidditch team, and running a 
non-profit dedicated to helping underprivileged youth with their 
selfie-taking and hashtagging skills.He may also be Mayor (part 
time).  #hufflepuffbeater #iwokeuplikethis #ohyouwantedapicture-
ofthevolcano? #governmentstuffiscooltoo

Theme song to this persons life? 
The Cramps: I Was a Teenage Werewolf

Geri Mezzoni
By Clare Pillsbury

In one sentence brag about why they are so awesome.
She’s the only one I know who wants to be a peaceful pirate, which 
I think speaks a lot about the kind of person she is. I don’t think I’ve 
met a nicer, more generous as well as playful, person in my life. She 
genuinely cares about people, which I think is a rare quality to have.

Theme song to this person’s life.
“What a Wonderful World” by Luis Armstrong.

Your fav/ least fav thing about this person?
Favorite: She has this amazing ability to always make people feel 
happier and better about themselves. She also has some pretty 
sweet dance moves. 
Least favorite: How happy she can be in the morning. (I am not a 
morning person)

Where do you think they’ll be in 5 years?
Riding her bike cross country as a motivational speaker.  She’s also been talking a lot about taking up pirat-
ing (as a peaceful pirate of course), so it could go either way.

 
Sign off from Geri: I couldn’t have been luckier than 
to be part of Nica 62, if I got stuck on a desert island 
with any of you I would be perfectly happy, you all 
have such great personalities and a unique skill set. If 
anyone is traveling in the CT area, definitely you have 
a place to stay, I wish everyone a super successful and 
happy post COS. Take care and lots of love to each and 
every one of you XOXO

Advice from Ruben: “Integrate. Integrate. 
Integrate.” You hear that a lot in Peace Corps. 
It’s part of our job, what we need to do and are 
expected to do to be successful volunteers. 
However, there’s more to it than just developing 
awesome projects. You will also fall in love.  It is 
a kind of love that will take you by surprise. This 
love will make you a better person a stronger 
person. My heartaches at the thought of leaving 
my community, but I’m fortunate to have met so 
many amazing people who are now my family. 
So integrate, but not for the projects, but for the 
people.



SAMANTHA McKENZIE

What Nica animal they would be?
Samantha would be a zompopo, because they’re pretty tiny, but they’re really 
tough. Also, they’re good at Science since they farm fungus.

Theme song to this person’s life?
Samantha’s theme song is “Hello Goodbye” by the Beatles. I chose this song be-
cause she is the queen of the Polish exit. If you’re wondering where Samantha is all 
of the sudden, she probably already snuck out and took off.

Where do you think they’ll be in 5 years?
I think Samantha will be working in the Anthropology Museum in Mexico City, 
putting both her excellent Spanish and her love of natural science to great use.

By Mariel Stotts

JORDYN STREGE

The most embarrassed you ever felt for this person?
In training, when she was so thirsty that she lapped up water from a random 
bucket on the street that was used for people to wash their hands after going 
to the bathroom.

By Carissa Patrone

Where do you think they’ll be in 5 years?
Finished with grad school, working with refugees, and with a hot Chilean        
boyfriend.

What ice cream topping is this person? 
M&Ms because she seems hard on the outside but she’s a big softy on the inside.

Sign Off from Jordyn:
How do you sum up the most incredible 27 months of your life? I have only two words that seem to fit the 
moment: thank you. Thank you to my amazing 62 family and my San Carleños! Enjoy the ride.

BECCA SHANFIELD
By Ruben Mojica and Alice Bitzer

In one sentence brag about why this person is 
awesome. She can really pull of a beard and/or a mus-
tache. 

Your favorite and least favorite thing about them.
There is no on better to talk to about Harry Potter/ 
Beyonce. 

Where will they be in 5 years? 
In a treehouse high up in the Amazoniaon rainforest. 

Final advice from Becca:
Stay motivated, keep strong, and channel 
Beyonce always.

Projects: Summer camps, teacher trainings, 
Improved ovens/stoves, environmental youth 
group, girls’ empowerment camp, working with 
nuns all day and all nightWhat impresses you about this person? 

I’m impressed with her work ethic. Not just because she sets 
out to suceed, but because she truely cares about the work 
and sets out with a strong passion to do a job well done. Even 
Beyonce would be impressed.

My proudest moment was seeing my kids at the rural school argue over whose moringa tree was bigger. For 
those still here, I’d have to encourage you to get out into the rural communities as much as possible.



SAMUEL McCoy

Where do you think they’ll be in 5 years?
I can totally imagine Samuel being a professional actor at least part 
time, and empowering youth and teens via theatrical arts. I also see 
him recording at least a CD if not a music video, and making it to 
the big leagues! After all, he’s “going places...” :-)

By Sarah Hoch

Theme song to this persons life.
“I’m going places, I hope you know...” ;-)

In one sentence brag about why they are so awesome.
I LOVE that Samuel marches to the beat of a different drummer (or rapper, in this case!) From the 
very beginning during training in Catarina, I’ve admired his confidence to stand apart from the crowd, 
to not be afraid to express his beautiful form of art, to live his life differently, and to state his mind, 
even if he’s standing alone to say it. He’s a very deep person, usually funny and goofy but he has a 
deep, serious side, too. He’s got chutzpa! (Oops, a little more than a sentence!).

RYAN JESS
By Iris Saez

What impresses you the most? 
The fact that he is very smart and  enjoys bachata (Latin music) 
to the point of going to Marc Anthony’s, Romeo’s and Prince’s 
concerts in Nicaragua.

Where do you see him in 5 years? 
I picture him becoming a school principal or an FBI agent.

SARAH HOCH
By Iris Saez

Projects you did/proudest moments from Ryan: My community English class/conversation club . 
ACCESS camp 2015 and their graduation.

Final words from Ryan: It’s been a long two years , but vale la pena! I think I am a different per-
son however I can’t really explain it. I hope everyone goes on to bigger and better adventures, 
joys and struggles. Thankfully we all have the means and abilities to stay in touch as Nicaragua 
becomes more distant in our hearts and minds.

Whats your first memory of this person? 
I remember having lunch with her for the first time in 
the Malaysian restaurant in Jinotepe.

What impresses you most about this person? 
The fact that she knows 3 languages and is 
super smart impresses me.
Where will they be in 5 years? I picture her teaching at NYC or University of Colorado.

Projects you did/proudest moments from Sarah: I’ve participated in many activities over the 2+ 
years I’ve been in Nicaragua, but if I had to choose just one, I would say I’m proudest of my uni-
versity bilingual library and reading club project. This library and club was inspired by a TEFL60 
PCV’s community English resource center, and has turned out to be very successfully adapted to 
our university setting.



TRAVIS HARGETT
By Erik Johnson

What’s your first memory of this person? 
Receiving our green yarn together in the DC Holiday Inn lobby at 2am.
In one sentence brag about why they are so awesome.
If you are ever sick in Leon and convinced you’re dying, he will leave his nica 
breakfast half eaten on the hostel table and accompany you to the pharmacy, 
convincing the cashier to accept your debit card even though you don’t have 
your I.D.

If this person were a fictional character who would they be? 
“The Stranger”, Sam Elliott’s character in The Big Lebowski. They both have (well, “had”, in Travis’ case) 
tremendous mustaches and a knack for saying the right thing at the right time.

Your fav./ least fav. thing about this person. 
Favorite: He actively pursues his dreams, and he encourages others to do the same.
Least favorite: He’s a sore Rock Paper Scissors loser.

ERIK JOHNSON
By Travis Hargett

Favorite memory: Probably one of those slow sunday afternoons in the 
C.R. dropping kroners to the beat of some jukebox jams, while scratching 
out shared poems. Eventually sippin some egg drop soup and putting on a 
movie under the shade of the nim trees. Hot damn! Those were some good 
days. 

Where will he be in 5 years? Publicizing his first novel on the CBS Sunday Morning Show. A coming of age 
story about a closet Quaker, living in the rough and tough suburbs outside of Santa Fe. 

If this person were a fictional character who would they be? Johnny Utah(Keano Reeves) 
from Point Break. Probably one of the worst movies ever produced, and of course one of Erik’s 
favorites. Vaya con dios, brother. 

What will you miss the most about them? There’s nothing like a good friend and Erik’s one of the best. He 
pretty much knows everything about me  and for some reason he still likes me. I guess what I’ll miss most is his 
ease to laugh and joke. Through all the miserable days and all the good days, the man knows how to laugh. 

Projects you did/proudest moments from Erik:
I’m proudest of the relationships I’ve formed and maintained with my counterparts. Danny will always 
be my Nica big brother, I’ll think of Luis every time I hear Backstreet Boys, and I will remember helping 
Benito improve his English as one of the most rewarding parts of my service.

Final words from Erik: 
How do we solve world peace? Keep hamming it up.

Advice from Travis: Love and therefore, perhaps God, is found in the space between two people trying to 
understand one another. If you can do that each day with the people in your communities and other PCV’s 
you’ll find a happiness that carries you forward. Remember, “No regrets, eyes ahead.”



ISAAC GRAHAM
By Zach Moore

In one sentence brag about why he is so awesome.
The man, the myth, the legend requires no explanation as to why he is awesome, 
but only an invitation to hang out, and he will show you himself.

What will you miss the most about him?
Late night guitar jamming to Sublime and El Muelle de San Blas by Maná.

If this person were a fictional character who would he be?
Hobbs from Calvin and Hobbs.

Advice from Isaac : 
Keep an open mind and try everything at least once! Get out there and don’t be afraid to make 
mistakes or look stupid!

Stephanie Ng
By Alex Reault

What’s your first memory of this person?
I told her I liked her shirt and she told me it didn’t used to be this revealing 
but hand-washing had stretched it out.

In one sentence brag about why they are so awesome.
She can eat more than anyone I have ever met.

What will you miss the most about them?
Complaining about how much hotter we are than everyone else. (tempera-
ture-wise)

Achievements from Stephanie: I’m most proud of my relationship I’ve formed with my community. As a 
fairly introverted person, I never thought I would have such a close bond with members in my site. My proud-
est moments would be every time a kid sees me down the street, runs up to me to give me a hug and I think, 
“wow, they really want me here.”

Advice from Stephanie: Relinquish all expectations. Never judge or assume anything from anyone. People 

Alex Reault 
By Stephanie Ng

In one sentence brag about why they are so awesome.
She is fearless and always up for an adventure.

The most embarrassed you ever felt for this person.
When she started dance battling an unassuming foreigner.

Where will you meet each other next?
Escorting her through Boston to start her East Coast tour dressed like a colonial 
woman.

Advice from Alex: A quote that has helped me get through frustrating mo-
ments is: You can’t always control what happens, but you can control how you 
react to it. 



JENHI GARCIA
By Adam Heller

This person’s soundtrack? Her soundtrack is Gangsta Gangsta by 
N.W.A

Nica trait? In nicaragua she started putting salt in her beer. 
always a victoria classica.

Nica animal? She is a guardabarranco, rarely seen, but always a special treat when you 
come across one in the wild. Suggested by some to be an omen of good luck, a sign of 
good things to come, it is best to not take these sightings for granted, to appreciate the 
moment, before she flies away.

ADAM HELLER
By Erik Johnson and Travis Hargett

Brag about this person in one sentence? His mundain superpower 
is distracting people from their problems. 

Fictional Character: George Castanza to our Kramer and Jerry. 

Nica Animal:  Lazy Bear (oso penezoso) because he’s good at taking 
things slow. 
Favorite Memory: Stoop sitting outside Tortuga Boluda in the early 
am talking about everything under the stars. 

Accomplishments from Adam: I kept an adult community class running for the entirety of my ser-
vice.
Advice from Adam: Keep it real at all times, I’ve always found that to be beneficial. (but also ya 
know there’s certain times when you shouldn’t. you know those times. you’ll figure it out.)

REBECCA SHARROW
By Jen Sneed

In one sentence brag about why they are so awesome. 
There are probably about a million and one reasons that she is awesome, 
but I think one of things that makes her so incredible is the fact that she 
is so self-less to both her community and her friends. Whenever anybody 
has a problem, she’ll be there in a heartbeat to help out.

Nica trait they’ve picked up.
Pushing errbody out of the way to get on the micro/bus. Y la fila!?!?

If this person were a fictional character who would they be?
Katniss Everdean. If she were able to carry around a bow all the time, Nica men would be 
in some serious trouble.



EMILY RYAN
By Clint Parker

What’s your first memory of this person?
The first time Emily stood out to me was a couple days into training when I 
thought she was having an asthma attack, but then I realized she was just 
laughing her normal laugh.

In one sentence brag about why they are so awesome.
Besides her wicked intelligence and sense of humor, Emily can do two 
things far better than anyone else in the world: draw orcas and find the 
funniest clickhole articles out there.

The most embarrassed you ever felt for this person.
When she tried to draw a shrimp in an English class observed by our 
APCD and it turned out to be a perfect male apparatus with antennas.

TOM FORD
By Claire Quinn

In one sentence brag about why they are so awesome.
Tom Ford has a contagious energy and a way of bringing the 
best out in people that is incredibly unique and irreplaceable.

Nica trait they’ve picked up.
He’s a big fan of sacos. He uses one in particular with his name written on it in marker that I can actually 
picture him using in the USA while commuting to work.

What will you miss the most about them? 
Having Tom as my go-to support system during service. Tom would drop everything to be there for a friend 
and I’m going to miss calling him when I need some positive vibes (although I’m pretty sure I’ll continue doing 
this once in the states).

What ice cream topping is this person? 
Peanut butter Captain Crunch. Because it’s outrageous, yet sounds authoritative. And Tom loves 
peanut butter.

Advice from Tom: 
Read very slowly what I’m about to write, and think of it when people ask you what projects you are involved in:
If you are involved in more than 3 time-consuming projects (primary job included), you are doing too much. The quality, and 
especially the follow-up with them, suffers. Just listen to people at a VAC mtg reel off a mountain of things they are doing. 
Just have the self confidence to know where to find the balance, and stick to it. 

Also, stick with it. Your Peace Corps service can be a mental and emotional and physical storm. Here’s an excerpt from Little 
Miss Sunshine I want you to read:
“When the famous writer Proust looked back on his life, he realized all of the greatest lessons he learned in life were 
when he was suffering, not when he was enjoying things, and coasting. So... What do you mean you would not want to go 
through with it? Those are your prime suffering years. If you quit, you would miss out on all that good suffering!”

...which is of course, the suffering that will teach you the greatest lessons you’ll learn in life, even if you don’t realize it until 
years later. 

And one more thing, it is possible to be happy, and to even find joy in many things in life, while suffering. I’ve done it :) Get in 
touch with me if you have questions. Tomcford@gmail.com

Advice from Emily: Do hard work, but be easy on yourself.



HALEY ANDERSON
By Ellen Noe

What ice cream topping is this person? 
Haley is cold crunch (the inside part of the ice cream cake) from 
DQ.. you didn’t know what you were missing before you had 
(met) it (her).
Where do you think they’ll be in 5 years?
She’ll be the boss of something, saving peoples lives. Or she’ll be summiting 
Denali with her ice picks and various outdoor gear necessary for such a sum-
mit. No matter what she’s doing, we’ll be impressed.
In one sentence brag about why they are so awesome.
Haley is amazing because her smile lights up the room; she makes everyone feel they are valued & important 
even if she is just meeting you for the first time.

Projects you did/proudest moments: I am most proud of my youth group, movie night, and the work 
that I did with my student’s in my multi-grade school.

ELLEN NOE
By Haley Anderson

Nica trait they’ve picked up.
Ellen is a finger-wagger: She will wag that index finger at 
others with complete abandon.

Where do you think they’ll be in 5 years?
In five years I think that Ellen will be general manager of the Cleveland Browns foot-
ball team while simultaneously filming a reality TV mini-series documenting her rise to 
becoming the first female NFL general manager in history.

If this person were a fictional character who would they be?
Ellen would be Beyonce, because I’m still not certain that Beyonce is not a fictional character.

IRIS VAZQUEZ 
By Ryan Jess

Favorite memory of this person: Going out in Granada during IST and 
dancing until 4 in the morning and then going swimming back at the 
hotel. Needless to say Iris can definitely kick it.
What impresses you about this person?  I’m most impressed that Iris 
never went back to visit family and friends. A large majority of people went 
back , so she has been one of the few. For this I’m sure she is super excited 
to be back. 
Nica animal they would be? El Jaguar, because she always has strength.

Advice: For my fellow PCV’s, always remember that although sometimes 
it feels like you’re just screaming over the bulla and your students are 
intentionally making noise to drown out whatever you are saying; find 
comfort in knowing that some of them really are listening: “Pero Teacher 
Helen usted me dijo que buscara en el diccionario y eso es lo que hice!!” 
(See photo).



JACKIE DULUDE
By Katherine Wzorek

What will you miss the most about them? I will miss Jackie’s sassy spirit and the ability to 
always make me laugh. You have become one of my best friends throughout our time here and I 
know that we will be friends for life. I know that we’ll see each other in the States!

What’s your first memory of this person? We were in the same 
training town (Catarina!) and I remember when we used to take really 
awesome long runs near the laguna de apoyo.

What ice cream topping is this person? 
Esnickers with ranchitas. No explanation needed. 

Final words from Jackie: Not to be “corny” (haha get it?) but this has been a crazy, unbelievable, fan-
tastic ride, and I’m so grateful for it! Learned a lot about development, myself, and built some incredible 
relationships. Good luck to everyone, wherever you are in your service, and remember to just keep truckin’ 
and to laugh at yourself every once in a while!

Favorite projects: Taught a community class for the duration of both school years and discovered I really like 
teaching English! I also channeled my inner mud rat and built 12 improved ovens in site, which was a nice alterna-
tive to all things TEFL.

KATHERINE WZOREK
By Jackie Dulude

Theme song to this persons life. 
“Vivir Mi Vida” by Marc Anthony. She was obsessed with it in training and I think it 
sums up the way she goes about her life pretty well. Girl does what she wants.

Where do you think they’ll be in 5 years? 
Probably working for the U.S. government. Maybe as a spy.

Your favorite thing about this person. 
Katherine is an incredible friend--I’ve leaned on her so many times--she does 
her own thing and is super confident, plus she’s really smart and creative. 
Her mind must be a pretty cool place to be. She’s also just fun to hang out 
with. Ok that’s a lot of things--not possible to pick just one!

Projects you did/proudest 
moments from Katherine: 
Doing murals, teaching STEP, 
dancing at “Prom”, singing 
my heart out at any moment 
(especially in the BK lounge), 
leading people up volcanoes 
(I got us to the top eventu-
ally!), editing Va Pue, and 
teaching some really cool kids 
in Telica.

Advice from Katherine: Whatever you do, do it well. Work hard, 
try your best, laugh it off, but most of all have fun!



MARISOL ANAYA
By Morgan Twamley

What’s your first memory of this person?
My first memory is on the pier at Salvador Allende when we took a picture as the 
Diriamba crew. I had seen Marisol before but that was the first time I remember 
thinking, I’m going to spend three months with these people!

If this person were a fictional character who would they be?
Professor X. She’s wise, but not in your face about it, always composed and I think she 
can read minds too.

The most embarrassed you ever felt for this person
She once lashed out at Zach because he didn’t play a song she requested. We all laugh about it 
now.

Advice from Marisol: Don’t be afraid of the world. Walk into this phase of your life with an open 
mind and heart. Be flexible and enjoy it all, the good and the bad. It will all be over soon.

Morgan Twamley
By Marisol Anaya

Where do you think they’ll be in 5 years? Shaking her booty to the rhythm of her own drum 
somewhere in Latin America, or in a Latin American Barrio in the States.

Nica trait they’ve picked up. “A saber...”

What ice cream topping is this person? Ginger snap cookie crumbs cause she’s a ginger 
and she can almost do the nica snap

Last comments from Morgan:
The biggest thing that I learned during my 22 months is to stay away from laminas de zinc! But aside from 
that, I know that I can adapt to anything. I am now a problem-solver in ways I didn’t think possible and it 
really does apply to life in the U.S. as well. Many days are challenging in Nicaragua, but enjoy that gallo 
pinto because you will miss it when you’re gone!

Favorite Projects from Morgan:
My favorite project during my time in Nicaragua was working on Camp GLOW. Seeing before my eyes how the 
girls interacted and participated, got excited and made new friendships was incredible. I hope that the flame that 
was ignited in them that week will last forever. 

MEGAN COLEMAN
By Joe Daniels

If this person were a fictional character who would they be?
Snow White.  Gullible and I could definitely see her singing to nature.

What’s your first memory of this person? Telling her I wasn´t actually a Minnesotan 
when she called me the morning of staging wanting to meet up in the Minneapolis Airport.  
That or her getting dengue in her first week here!

Nica animal they would be?
Those weird domestic ducks: While I don’t see them very often they always make me laugh.

Projects you did/proudest moments from Megan: To be honest, it was just seeing a smile on one 
of my beneficiaries or students faces that made me realize I had done a good job.



ALICE BITZER
By Becca Shanfield

What’s your first memory of this person?
When we got placed in the same training town and she said, “Oh 
wow, I purposefully didn’t try to talk to you because I didn’t think 
we were going to be placed together”

If this person were a fictional character who would they be?
Albus Dumbeldore #datbearddoe

Nica trait they’ve picked up.
La hora nica or just not showing up somewhere. It’s gotten to the point where 
we make bets on how late she’ll be.

Advice from Clare: The opportunity to do what we do here with Peace Corps is so unique.Try to enjoy and take 
advantage of your service and all the incredible opportunities you have here. Also, take the time to get to know 
people in your site and cultivate good relationships. As much as the work we do is really important, its the rela-
tionships that you are going to remember and find value in.

CLARE PILLSBURY
By Geri Mezzoni

What’s your first memory of this person? My first memory of 
Clare was seeing her sitting across the cancha when we first got sent 
to our training towns, we were told we were supposed to stay with 
our families, so we just waved at each other from across the way and 
barely said a word.

Where do you think they’ll be in 5 years? In 5 years from now Clare will be publishing articles for national 
geographic.

If this person were a fictional character who would they be? 
Clare is Kristoff from Frozen, she’s got a great heart, she’s super 
kind, helpful, strong, and outdoorsy, but can be kinda goofy and 
forgetful at times. 

STEFANIE KOT
By Paola Martin

In one sentence brag about why they are so awesome.
She rises early to go for her run and then likes to get stuff done as 
soon as possible, eats a bowl of beans and a tortilla every night and 
still looks forward to it the following day.
What will you miss the most about them?
Her coming over to my place, drinking coffee until we can’t stop sweating 
because of the heat, making smoothies, baking and eating all day, being 
productive with her and knowing she is a 45 minute and 13 cord bus ride 
away from me.

Where do you think they’ll be in 5 years?
An extremely successful public health consultant somewhere on the east coast married to Alex Romero.

Projects you did/proudest moments: There’s a lot that I’ve been proud of throughout my service, but I think one 
of the moments when it hit me the most was when I found out that my counterpart had been accepted to go to the 
States as part of the TEA Scholarship program. We had worked on his application for weeks, prepped for his interview, 
and prepared as much as we could together. After the interview and TOEFL exam, he got a confusing call from the Em-
bassy and didn’t understand if he’d gotten the scholarship or not, so I called to find out. I was so unbelievably proud to be the 
one to tell him for sure that he had been selected as one of the best in Nicaragua and was officially going to the States as a TEA 
recipient. I will never forget his expression or the conversation we had about life and opportunity afterwards.

Advice from Alice: If you’re not sure about something ask yourself: “what 
would Beyonce do?”



BEN MUNYUN
By Ben Smith

What’s your favorite memory with Ben?
Several times Ben came to visit me in Santa Cruz and we would hangout on my 
porch and discuss how things were going in Peace Corps and what we wanted 
to do after. We always talked a lot about agriculture and how it could be done 
better, especially with his idea of starting a hops farm. After that we would 
often go out with some of my Nicaraguan friends and make carne asada and 
spend the evening talking and bantering with them in Spanish. I owe these 
interesting and thought provoking evenings to Ben. For myself, and I think for 
him too, these discussions have helped form ideas of what we each want to do 
in the years and decades to come.

What impresses you about this person?
When you have a conversation with Ben, it is not a rapid back and forth. Ben takes his time to 
listen to each point and think them through before responding, and then he gives you a well 
thought out and articulate answer.  Even when he is not exactly sure what he thinks, he will still 
give you an answer that illustrates his conflicting thoughts on the subject. I really admire how 
Ben takes his time to think things through and then carefully respond, not only with his own 
opinion, but to push you to think further or to question more deeply the matter at hand. 

Advice from Ben: Never underestimate the utility of bean loaf. And I guess the second thing is to continue 
to open your heart and mind to new experiences.

BEN SMITH
By Ben Munyun

What’s your first memory of this person?
Staging. We were all asked about an interesting item we had brought and Ben 
stood up said he brought his chef ’s knife. I would later find out that Ben is the undis-
puted cooking champion of Nica 62. It all makes sense.

The most embarrassed you ever felt for this person. 
Back in training at good ol’ Campos Azules, the Enviro crew was getting their hands 
dirty for the very first time, learning the set up for our beloved school gardens. It was a 
hot day, and we were still “verde” as the saying goes, not having completed more than 
month in Nicaragua. Ben, however was slightly greener than the rest of us since his 
stomach was still adjusting to the food. I remember seeing him working in his garden, 
then running over to the tall grass to vomit. I remember thinking, “God, I hope to 
never need to vomit in front of Maria Antonia, Lissette, and Felix.”

Theme song to this person’s life.
My Hometown by Bruce Springsteen

Least and most favorite thing about this person
Favorite: Conversation skills. Want to talk about something? Ben has a wealth of 
knowledge and can contribute to just about any topic under the sun.
Least Favorite: His water bottle. He carries it everywhere attached to a belt loop 
and it just looks so uncomfortable.

Accomplishments from 
Ben: My two biggest ac-
complishments have been 
making good nicaraguan 
friends, and then being able 
to combine my nicaraguan 
friends with my peace corps 
friends. It has been very 
satisfying helping facilitate 
activities that combine both 
groups (which are often 
separate in our lives), and 
just generally have a good 
time without worrying about 
cultural barriers



 For the first time ever, Peace Corps Volunteers held Camp CHACA--an ado-
lescent males camp focused on promoting gender equality and healthy communi-
cation skills while developing male role models in society.  Stemming from vol-
unteer ideas as far back as five years ago, CHaválos A CAballeros, or CHACA, was 
created by 7 health volunteers to become the first boys camp not only in Nicara-
gua, but in the Peace Corps Central American region.  Though boys camps aren’t 
new to Peace Corps history, Camp CHACA was only the second camp with a key 
focus on gender equality, following one that took place in Africa earlier this year. 
 
 At the national camp, which invited participants from all departments of 
Nicaragua, 45 young men from 9 departments arrived for the week of activities 
during the school break July 8th-12th in Tisey, Esteli.  The young men were aged 
from 14 to 22 years old, with a main age range of 14-18 years.  Boys were nomi-
nated by PCVs, then selected based on their applications, which demonstrated the 
boys’ use of leadership and role modeling qualities in their communities.   



 CHACA was motivated by the recognition that teaching gender equality to 
young men immersed in a culture conditioned by machismo can make a long-
term impact and overall generational change.  Tim Kruth, one of the creators and 
facilitators, found even more motivation with his Community and Sector Analysis 
(CASA) interviews and surveys, discovering that “domestic violence was a huge 
problem, machismo is openly acknowledged as a key cause of domestic violence, 
and very little is done to address the issue.”  Instead of having a camp ‘against 
something,’ PCV counselors and coordinators collaborated to focus on a positive 
atmosphere with a ‘for something’ attitude with new communication skills.  

 
 
 Initiating a project is not without challenges, however, and convincing lo-
cals, Peace Corps, and potential donors to support the camp was a huge initial 
task.  To compare fundraising goals, Camp Glow, an annual girls empowerment 
camp, took only 17 days, while Camp CHACA took almost 3 months, even with 
a lower goal than the former.   Additionally, because funding took longer than 
expected, the original camp location and date had to be changed, and 4 of the 7 
Peace Corps volunteers involved in the initial steps of creating the camp were un-
able to participate as facilitators.   
 PC Nicaragua staff was present, with a training co-facilitated by Zach Moore 
and Maria Alejandra Arostegui, who wishes to become even more involved next 
year.  The curriculum for the camp was adapted from research studies based on 
long-term solutions for domestic violence and gender equality done by an orga-
nization called Promundo from the Mexican and Brazilian ministries of health.  
Nine 1.25-hour trainings were created by Chris Shepperd and Caressa Kruth, 
filled with activity-based materials and minimal lecturing.  Presentation topics 



ranged from “Power in Relationships” to “Fatherhood” to “Violence and Masculi-
ty.” Other recreational activities included capture the flag, climbing the mirador, 
sports and movies, and time set aside each morning for warm-up activities.    WFa-
cilitators for the camp included Tim Kruth, Zach Moore, Avalon Guarino, Chris 
Shepperd, Caressa Kruth, Jessica Way, and Ryan Mintz, and each was required to 
select a Nicaraguan counterpart that would co-plan and co-facilitate a training 
with them. 
 At the end of the camp, CHACA boys had two forms of homework-- to first 
apply their learned knowledge with people in their communities (in the form of 
charla or other advocacy work), as well as to treat both girls and women in their 
communities with respect and as equals. 
 Plans are already in store to continue Camp CHACA for next year, with the 
GAD committee taking it under its wing in the hope of creating an annual event.  
The curriculum from the camp is also being shared with other Peace Corps coun-
tries and their own GAD committees to inspire other camps! Stay tuned for appli-
cations for the upcoming year!



Hablemos Un Poco 
An Interview with Marva Walton

Where are you from? 
I’m from Bluefields. Now I live in el Barrio 
Fatima in Managua. I’ve lived here for 20 
years. I have a 35-year-old son, Keith, and a 
33-year-old daughter, Kara.
 
What do you like about the Peace Corps? 
It’s multicultural. Each day brings different 
issues. As a whole I’ve seen a lot of growth 
in the organization in the 9 years I’ve been 
here.

What have you studied? 
I studied to be an executive secretary and 
I’ve studied business administration at 
CCNN. 

What’s your favorite childhood dish? 
Vigoron and fish. Any kind of fish, especial-
ly fried fish. My mom would make it. 

What is your favorite dish now? 
Fish, always. I also lke pork chops, shrimp, 
and pasta. 

Where are your favorite places to eat? 
In Bluefields, Chez Marcel. Luna’s Ranch in 
Bluefields also serves typical food. 

What’s your favorite thing to make? 
I used to bake coconut bread. It’s made with 
coconut milk. I also would make torta de 
quequisque. I’d make it with quequisque 
shavings, cinnamon, cloves, coconut milk, 
and then just bake it for an hour. 



RECIPES

OITNB-Style Fritters
Kelsey Guziak HE 63

Who else watches Orange is the New Black? Season 3, anybody? When 
Chang made fritters in the microwave from food she bought in com-
missary? I thought that was genius. So, I tried making OITNB-style 
fritters and the results were delicious.
Ingredients                              Steps
·      1-2 bags of 
Ranchitos, any flavor
·      1 can of peas
·      ½ cup flour
·      ½ cup water
·      1-2 eggs

1.  Cut a hole in the corner of your Ranchitos for air to escape
2.  Smash up the Ranchitos
3. Add half ¼ cup of water to the bag
4. Mix the water and smashed Ranchitos to make a dough-like substance 

Transfer to a bowl
5. Beat eggs. Add eggs to mixture. Mix
6. Add ½ a can of peas to the mixture. Mix
7. Add flour to thicken  
8. Make patties and place on plate
9. Microwave to heat (if you don’t have a microwave, that’s okay. Skip this 

step)
10. Heat oil on fry pan. Add patties and cook until lightly browned
11. Enjoy!!

Juice Slushy
John Kotula HE 65

The best thing I bought when I arrived in Chinandega was my blender... wait, not true! 
This is Chinandega. The best thing I bought was my fan, but the blender was the second 
best thing. Hardly a day goes by without me making juice that is just shy of slushy 
consistency by blending fruit, water, honey and a tray of ice cubes. Some of the fruit, 
like pitaya, is new to me. Some like grapefruit are very familiar, but, in my opinion, 
just about any fruit you get in Central America is going to be superior to just about 
any fruit you get in the US. Juices are so much a matter of taste that recipes aren’t 
really necessary. However, here is one to get you started.

Ingredients             Steps
·      1 ripe zapote
·      1-2 cups milk
·      2 tsp honey
·      Ice
·      Cinnamon

1. Scoop the fruit out of a very ripe zapote. Should give you about a cup of      
fruit

2. Add 1 to 2 cups of milk, depending on how thick you want it
3. Add two tablespoons of honey
4. Add one tray of ice cubes
5. Sprinkle on some cinnamon
6. Throw it all in a blender and blend until the ice disappears

 Drink half of it and put the blender in the refrigerator for later. That night take 
it out, pour it in a glass, add a shot of rum and drink it before you go to sleep.



Choco-Bananos
Anna Yockers HE 63

Choco-Bananos are delicious and super easy to make. I found the choco-banano chocolate 
in my local super, and next to the bag of chocolate were the palos. When I made them 
I priced them out and they came out to 3.75 cordobas per chocobanano. An inexpensive 
snack and a great idea for a refregerio for a youth group.

Ingredients             Steps
·     15 bananas
·     Bag of sticks
·      Ice
·      Cinnamon

1. Peel 15 bananas
2. Put the stick in the bananas and place in the freezer overnight
3. Melt the chocolate over low heat
4. Coat frozen bananas with chocolate mixture
5. Put the chocolate coated bananas back in the freezer to cool
6. Enjoy your choco-bananas  :)

Caramel Popcorn, Nica-Style
Dan Link ENV 64

Best recipe I’ve invented in Nicaragua yet!

Ingredients             Steps
·     1 pack buttery   
popcorn
·     1/3 stick butter
·      Salt
·      Sugar (lots)
·      Syrup (of your 
choice)
·      Half pack Cocana 
coconout cookies

1. Pop one pack of buttery popcorn (You can do this by emptying the  
popcorn into a pan)

2. Crush up half a pack of Cocana coconut cookies and mix with the 
popcorn

3. Melt butter and pour over while mixing
4. Add salt and a lot of sugar while mixing
5. Drizzle syrup over the top, mix, and drizzle more.
6. Enjoy the most amazing thing you’ve ever tasted!



Lentil Lettuce Wraps
Anna Yonkers HE 63

Lentils are a nutritionally dense food; they are low in calories, and high in protein, 
fiber, iron, B vitamins and virtually fat free. As a volunteer I rarely purchase meat 
because it is expensive and because I am too lazy to cook it. Lentils are a wonderful 
healthy alternative.

Ingredients             Steps
·      1 bag lentils (C$80 
cords)
·      Tomatoes
·      Green pepper
·     Onion
·      Garlic
·     Spices (what you 
have, like curry, chile 
powder, ginger)
·     1 egg
·     Flour

1. (Rinse lentils, don’t need to soak) Cook Lentils in boiling water for mas o 
menos 10 minutes

2. Sauté garlic, onion, pepper, and tomatoes in a separate pan 
3. Once lentils are cooked, remove and rinse with water (to cool) 
4. Combine cooked lentils with sautéed veggies
5. Add egg (you want the mixture to be somewhat cool so the egg does not 

cook) 
6. Add flour until you are able to form patty shapes without the mixture 

falling apart  (roughly a handful of flour) 
7. Cook patties in a little of oil 
8. Serve over lettuce (or tortillas, or bread) 

I recommend mustard on top 

Teriyaki Sauce
Matt Martin SBD 63

I just wanted to share a little recipe I have that I use all the time.  No exact measure-
ments, but it is great over whatever veggies you can find.  It also works great with 
putting the peppers and onions in the sauce over pasta! 

Ingredients            Steps
·      Water
·      Soy Sauce
·      Honey
·     Brown Sugar
·      Ground ginger
·     Garlic powder 
(optional)
·     Corn starch (2-3 
tbs)

1. In saucepan, mix water, soy sauce, honey, a little brown sugar, and 
ground ginger (plus a little garlic powder if you like it) and start heat-
ing

2. In separate bowl, mix corn starch in a little bit of water (maybe 1/4 -1/3 
cup)  then add to mixture that is heating

3. With heat, the mixture should will thicken and form a sauce.  To have a 
thinner sauce, just add more water



Perfect Porridge
Debbie Drew  HE 65

I love a bowl of porridge (aka oatmeal) in the morning and I like it just the right 
consistency.  After many years of experimentation, I have found the following recipe 
very satisfying and am happy to share it.  Makes for one. 

Ingredients            Steps
·      ¼ cup old fashioned 
rolled oats (Avena 
Integral from Pali)
·      ½ cup water
·      ¼ cup milk
·     Fruits/nuts/seeds

1. Boil all ingredients while stirring frequently for 5 minutes.
2. Turn heat off.
3. Add any combination of fruits/nuts/seeds to the porridge (or not); cut 

up bananas, raisins, prunes, apples, nuts, seeds, mangoes, etc.)
4. Cover the pot with fruit added and let the porridge sit for 5 minutes.
5. Serve, eat, and enjoy! Some people like to pour cold milk on the por-

ridge, some add sweetener, and some enjoy a pad of butter.  I like it just 
the way it is with the fruit.

Jam-Drop Cookies
Robin Swanhuyser  TEFL 64

A few months ago I made some starfruit jam and then used it to make jam-drop cook-
ies.  The jam recipe was halved.  

Ingredients                    Steps
h

·     8 ½ cups of fresh star fruit 
(or other local fruit)
·     3 cups sugar
·      1/8 cup vanilla
·      Rind 1 lemon or 1 tbsp. 
grated ginger (optional)
·     1 pinch of cardamom 
(optional)

Cookies
·     6 tbs butter
·     ½ cup sugar
·     1 egg
·     ½ tsp vanilla 
·     1 ¾ cups self-rising flour, 
sifted
·     1 pinch salt
·     ½ cup of jam (above)

1. Thoroughly wash fruit 
2. Cut the fruit 
3. Add vanilla, cardamom, lemon or grated ginger
4. Stir until all ingredients are incorporated
5. Cover and let rest overnight.
6. Blend, then in large pot bring mix to a boil. 
7. Lower the temperature and simmer one hour (or until liquid is 

evaporated), stirring occasionally
8. Lower the temperature and simmer one hour (or until liquid is 

evaporated), stirring occasionally
9. Put in recycled jar(s) and seal tightly
10. Let rest for 4 days before opening and eating

 
1. Cream the butter and sugar together until pale.  
2. Add egg and vanilla and beat well.
3. Add flour and salt and mix well.
4. Roll teaspoon-sized balls of batter and place on the baking tray 

2 fingers apart.  Using the end of a wooden spoon make a well in 
the center of each ball.

5. Fill each indentation with a quarter of a teaspoon of jam.  Bake 
for 10-15 minutes.



Perfect Porridge
Debbie Drew  HE 65

I love a bowl of porridge (aka oatmeal) in the morning and I like it just the right 
consistency.  After many years of experimentation, I have found the following recipe 
very satisfying and am happy to share it.  Makes for one. 

Ingredients            Steps
·      ¼ cup old fashioned 
rolled oats (Avena 
Integral from Pali)
·      ½ cup water
·      ¼ cup milk
·     Fruits/nuts/seeds

1. Boil all ingredients while stirring frequently for 5 minutes.
2. Turn heat off.
3. Add any combination of fruits/nuts/seeds to the porridge (or not); cut 

up bananas, raisins, prunes, apples, nuts, seeds, mangoes, etc.)
4. Cover the pot with fruit added and let the porridge sit for 5 minutes.
5. Serve, eat, and enjoy! Some people like to pour cold milk on the por-

ridge, some add sweetener, and some enjoy a pad of butter.  I like it just 
the way it is with the fruit.

Pizza Recipe
Ben Smith ENV 62

From “Still Life with Menu” by Mollie Katzen.  Makes 7 inch 
pie for a small group to share.  With the sauce, think of 
it as a basic framework; feel free to add your own addi-
tions.  There will be extra, so save for next day!
Ingredients                              Steps

Dough

 ·     ½ c lukewarm 
water
·      1 tsp (1/2 pkg.) dry 
yeast
·      ¼ tsp salt
·      1 tbsp olive oil (or 
regular oil)
·      1 ¼ cups un-
bleached white flour 
(or partial whole 
wheat)

Sauce

·     2 onions
·      2 peppers
·      1 head garlic
·      2+ lbs tomatoes
·      1 packet tomato 
paste
·      1.5 lb cheese

 Optional: pureed 
squash, grated carrots, 
peeled mango

1.  Add water to a large bowl and sprinkle yeast on top.  Wait about five 
minutes for it to become active (falls down and then comes back up in a 
cloud) and then add the salt and oil.

2.  Gradually stir in the flour until it becomes stiff, then turn it out on 
a counter and knead in the rest of the flour.  The amount may vary 
depending on the moisture content of the flour, ratio of white to whole 
wheat, etc.

3. Put oil in the bottom of a bowl and rub it around, and then put in the 
dough and turn over so all sides are covered in the oil.  

4. Let rise for an hour.
5. Punch it down, and then make the dough balls to press lightly onto 

a sheet pan.  (This is about massaging the dough out to the edges—it 
should not tear or rip.  If it does not want to spread, try putting it in the 
pre-heated oven for about 2 minutes.  Then try again.  

1. Chop the onion and sauté them in oil over medium heat.  
2. After a few minutes add the chopped garlic and chopped peppers. 

Let this cook down for a few minutes.  
3. When the peppers and onions are soft, with the onions appearing 

more or less transparent, add the tomatoes chopped into ¾ inch 
chunks.  

4. Add a few dashes of Italian seasoning.  Cover with a lid and let cook 
for a while.

5. Add the tomato paste and allow to thicken.
6. Once thick, spoon it onto the pizza crust then add the cheese and 

later the toppings.  I use Nicaragua mozzarella cheese, which works 
fine.

7. Bake at high heat (450+) F for about 20 minutes until the bottom 
turns light brown and the crust is done.

8. Enjoy



GUILT.             

By Jen Rowley, TEFL 64

I FEEL A VERY STRONG NEED TO ADDRESS THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM. I NEED YOU TO ALL STOP 
WHAT YOU’RE DOING, AND LOOK AT ME. 

I am the giant word above these smaller ones. Guilt is my name. I was planted into your brain as a tiny 
little seed that probably originated with your ancestors and Catholic Reform. There are very few peo-
ple that can live without me, even when they have nothing to be guilty about they manage to cradle 
and nurture me in their brains.

I’m a virus and I thrive in the Nicaraguan environment. I make you feel bad for doing the things you 
love to and for visiting other volunteers. I’m best friends with your host-mom, your host-uncle, your 
host-sister, and every host-associate under the moon. We scheme up ways to hit you right where it 
hurts when you least expect it. Sometimes we pull hard, other times it’s just a slight pluck at your 
heart strings. Your host-mom and I know that one day those slight plucks will turn into a full song…
and they’ll build up into one big symphonic breakdown and that’s when we close in: 

1. You’re not doing enough in your community.
2.	 You’re	definitely	not	doing	as	much	as	the	last	volunteer.	
3.	 Why	are	you	spending	an	hour	watching	Orange	is	the	New	Black	when	you	could	be	
	 co-planning	or	making	materials?
4.	 So-and-so	has	it	so	much	worse	than	you	and	they’re	happy	as	a	clam…so	get	over	it.
5.	 You	are	not	making	any	progress	with	your	counterparts,	do	they	even	need	you?	
6.	 Oh	you’re	taking	care	of	your	parasite	with	expensive	medicine?	Nearly	half	your	town	can’t		
	 afford	secnidasol	and	they	all	andan	con	parasitos.
7.	 Where	did	you	go?	I	thought	you	left	for	the	States.
8.	 ANDAS	BIEN	VAG@,	NO?
9.	 You’re	spending	too	much	time	on	Skype	when	you	should	be	spending	it	with	your	real		 	
	 host-family.
10.	 You’re	not	happy	with	your	host-family	or	your	counterparts?	Mmm	you’re	probably	just	
	 being	high-maintenance.	
11.	 Why	do	you	get	to	travel	Nicaragua	when	everyone	else	can	barely	make	ends	meet?

Then we hit you with the grandiose, real-life, make-you-quake-down-to-the-bones question, just 
when you thought your own pensamientos couldn’t suffocate you any more before death:

ARE YOU EVEN MAKING A DIFFERENCE HERE?
BAM! You just broke down in the middle of Metro-Centro, eating the Subway “Sanwheesh del dia” 
because that’s the only thing you can afford. Some stare…other’s don’t care. Now I’ll call in rein-
forcements… “Hey, Cousin Shame? Could you come down here for a sec? Yeah, It’s a full out battle.”

Here’s the thing though…I have to call in reinforcements because you fight back pretty hard. It was 
a long time coming to get those tears streaming down your face and I know why. You’re surrounded 



by ridiculously cheerful people you seem to call Peace Corps Volunteers. They keep telling you you’re 
worth it, what you’re doing is great, and that if you ever need anything you can call them. Well I would 
like to call them and tell them to quit the self-esteem building because it’s getting on my nerves. I 
used to be king-of-the-hill with the guilt-game but all of a sudden I’m on the sidelines. You really have 
to stop reading those self-help books. 

This is the last conversation guilt and I had (minus the introduction…that was for all of you). It was 
a while ago and while guilt comes to haunt me pretty often, I know deep down I’m much better off 
without it. I considered it a pretty clean break-up and I can only move forward, promising to be a less-
guilty person than the day before. You should try it. 

Guilt	has	been	programmed	into	the	human-soul;	we’ve	always	had	it	and	we	will	al-
ways	feel	guilty	about	something.	

Know this. It is not something that can be changed. I’ll repeat it. You will always feel guilty about 
something. What we can do is alter the way we think about guilt; we can observe it. It’s a natural 
human emotion so don’t stifle it and don’t try to justify it. Just observe the way you feel and act when 
you’re guilty about something and then literally tell yourself that you will not feel guilty and actually 
abide by your promise. Feeling guilty means you’re day-dreaming about what you could or should be 
doing. You’re not living in the present and if you’re not living right now then you’re wasting time and 
energy. You have already made a decision to do the thing you’re doing, so do it with full force and 
don’t look back. 

Don’t get me wrong, you shouldn’t feel guilty for taking a break sometimes; let your body rest and 
heal so you can go back into the ringer with 100% of your energy. However, if you do choose to take 
that break, then fully take the break. What good is a break if you’re worried about all the things you 
should be doing? If doing those things makes you happy, then do them, and do them with 100% fo-
cused attention. Or promise you’ll get around to those things after a 20 minute meditation or nap 
where you don’t think about anything but the present. Same goes for when you’re doing work; don’t 
whine about how you don’t want to do work; either do it, or don’t.

When it comes to Nicaragua you yourself have to make the decision on guilt: yes, you should spend 
time with your host family and working with your counterparts. After all, that is your primary job here. 
It is also important to remember the Nicaraguans you surround yourself with are generally acting out 
of love and concern for your own being when they tease you about being out of site or correct your 
poor clothe-washing skills, deep down they do not to be mean or cruel. They have been entrusted by 
a foreign government with your happiness and security; tell me that doesn’t stress them out a bit.
However, that doesn’t mean you have to sit with them for hours when you’re sick or carry on with a 
counterpart that clearly isn’t agregaring anything you’re demonstrating in class. 

The	most	important	thing	is	to	make	a	decision,	then	follow	through	with	it,	and	
believe	in	the	decision	you	made.	

If you try to live as close as you can to that last sentence I promise you will be much more resistant 
to the dragging forces of guilt and shame, and thus a happier and more productive PCV. It’s easy to 
loose site of this, especially with our job. Tape that sentence I mentioned up above your bed, so you 
see it every day. You’ll	see	a	difference	in	your	perspective,	I	promise.	



POETRY
Nica Diversity by Janae Werdlow, SBD 65
I am in love with the music of Nicaragua. 
I don’t mean the murmurs of Enrique Iglesias or Marc Anthony.
I mean the sounds of rain on tin roofs, taxi horns that sound like police sirens and 
hundreds of vendors 
selling fruit, nuts, cookies, and hot chicken, 
The random selling of DVDs and watches, the tire sounds on strange paved 
streets, the constant 
background static of Latina music and Spanish conversations, 
Construction and actual birds chirping, mangoes falling from the trees, 
Peace Corps stories and working dreams, 
Boombahs and parades honoring catholic holidays,
The acidic smell of trash burning and sulfuric volcano smoke clouds. 
Kisses blown by men on the street and the wind through palm trees,
The bright colors of buildings and graffiti on every wall,
The loud, monotone announcements coming from regular cars with gigantic speakers, 
driving around 
and the sign language of Nica gestures all their own, 
The roar of motorcycles, the color pops of women in heels and men with shined 
shoes,
The architecture and the paintings,
The history dripping from every street, 
The reverence for relationships and the way they treat me. 
I am in love with the people. 
The way they give you their undivided attention in everything they do and have no 
shame in anything,
The buses filled to absolutely zero standing or sitting room,
The public displays of affection,
The spoken English in clipped native tongues,
The American sing-offs, 
The cultural dances and costumes, 
The chisme (gossip), the community,
The hordes of blue and white uniforms at 5 pm, 
The country that is Nicaragua and has welcomed me.
I fell in love. 



Se Fue La Luz by Rayne Rose, HE 65

A day in the life

With life in the way,

It weighs on my mind

So with life I will pay.

A few months here 

A couple years there

Several cheers jeered,

More than I can bear?

Ya,

No.

Easy come,

Easy go.

I’ve got Luz up my sleeve

I’ve got juice in the squeeze

Come to find out, 

I blow with the breeze.

On your heart,

Get set,

Let go.

Y Vino la Luz!



El Árbol by Anabel María Jarquín Gámez
(San José de los Remates, Boaco)

Estoy aquí ...en el invierno mis hojas están verdes, pero en el 
verano siento que mis raices se esmeran en la espera de un 
poco de tierra.

Queridos hombres que me habitan yo soy la madre tierra, de 
la que se cosecha el fruto, pero yo necesito ternura y óleos de 
amor. Háganme un romance embriaguemen del  nectar del  
vino, bésenme y háganme estallar de pasión con su cuido y 
amor.

Hagan que mis días sean prologados y que mis noches sean 
intensas como dos enamorados... pero para esto, ustedes los 
humanos son los responsables. No me agiten con las quemas, 
no me deterioren cortándome los árboles, no me dejen sola. 
Siembren en mi plantas que me den oxígeno. 

Si hacen todo esto yo les prometo estar siempre con ustedes, 
y con todas las generaciones venideras. Seré su eterno amor, 
donde  no habrá  un fin. Les daré el agua, la flora, y la  fauna, 
serán dueños de todo mi cuerpo. Podrán construir donde  
ustedes  quieran. Soy la tierra tengo mucho espacio; vuelvan a  
mi que yo volveré a ustedes, pero no demoren tanto. El tiempo 
es poco, aprovechen cada momento. Hagan patria en la parte 
de mi cuerpo que habitan. No dejen que me destruyan. ¡Soy 
la  madre tierra! Si me cuidan el  cielo les hará honores  con 
la lluvia, el jardín tendrá  muchas flores de distintos colores, 
y el planeta será más  fresco como agua en las mañanas que a 
todos nos llegan hasta las extrañas.



The Power of 

Processing 

By Eric Insler

Nicaragua abounds with food, fresh from the Earth (or the 
sea, as will be the focus for this article). Coffee, vegetables, 
pelibüey, citrus, ginger, basil, poultry, and innumerable 
varieties of bananas and plantains, to name a few. Coco-
nuts, pineapples, jicaro, sesame, sugarcane, beans, and of 
course maiz, to name a few more. And using these fruits 
of the Earth, Nicaraguans make a variety of foods, includ-
ing my personal favorites, pollo a la plancha, arroz aguada, 
and chancho con yuca (basically, if it is marinated in naranja 
agria, I am a fan).



However, for the most part, Nicaraguans do not process 
their primary edible goods and sell them nationally or inter-
nationally. Of course, there are exceptions. Coffee is a major 
export crop, as are tobacco and a few other products. But 
there is major untapped potential for Nicaragua to process 
more foods locally, import less from abroad, and export 
more. There are a number of economic advantages to this 
strategy. Rather than paying the Ticos and the Salvadorans 
for their food, Nicaragua would be generating income lo-
cally. The Cordóba, which has been on the long slow slide of 
devaluation, could stabilize. And importantly, there would 
be more high paying jobs here in Nicaragua. As a matter of 
fact, Nicaragua, as a member state of CAFTA-DR has favor-
able trading conditions with the United States and other 
countries in Central America and the Caribbean, but Nicara-
gua does not reach its allotted export quota for a staple as 
basic as dairy.



There are a number of businesses around the country work-
ing on value-added production in the agribusiness sector. 
Nicaraguan beef is popular in Venezuela. Flor de Caña rum is 
world renowned, and there is a company in Rivas exporting 
tropical fruit pulps to the United States. Moropotente beer 
has also gained notoriety nationally, although all of their in-
gredients are imported, not sourced locally. Unfortunately, 
these enterprises are the exception, not the norm.

In Poneloya, a Pacific-side beach in León, there is a small 
fishing cooperative that goes by the name “Cooperativa de 
Pescadores del Pacífico Primero de Septiembre.” The co-
operative was formed in the early 80s after the revolution. 
Its President to this day, Don Juan Carlos, joined the Sand-
inista rebels when he was 14. He couldn’t read until some 
of the other rebels taught him how. After the revolution he 
returned to Poneloya and formed the cooperative with his 



hometown friends. In the early 2000s the government sent 
Don Juan Carlos to Panama and Peru to learn about deep 
water fishing. In addition to his new skills, he brought back 
an idea.

In Peru, he saw fishermen grinding their catch of the day 
and making “tortas de pescado” – fish cakes. Don Juan Car-
los saw this as a profitable idea and introduced it to his co-
operative. The coop invested in equipment for the process, 
and a foreign development organization helped them build 
a factory where they could process their fish in a sanitary 
environment. And ever since then they have been making 
fish cakes from the local catch and selling them locally. A 
half-pound tray (the fish cakes come in small, medium, and 
large sizes, but all the trays have a half pound of food on 
them) sells for C$35. However, their only clients until recent-
ly have been small restaurants and bars at the beach and in 
the city of León. Business has been slow, and many mem-
bers of the cooperative and the community have become 
disillusioned with the fish cakes idea.

The fishing cooperative needs to expand its market and in-
crease sales in order to produce enough trays a month to 
be profitable. Students from the University of Commercial 
Sciences (La UCC, León) have recently begun working with 
the cooperative to help them increase sales, particularly 
by approaching Wal-Mart of Nicaragua (Pali, Maxi-Pali, and 
La Unión) about selling within their stores. This would be a 



great boost for the cooperative, and importantly, it would 
give this impoverished fishing village another source of 
steady income, in addition to the trickle of backpackers that 
stream through to enjoy the beach. 

The cooperative is not stopping at fish cakes either. They 
have an innovative solar drying oven that uses solar panels 
and volcanic rocks to concentrate dry heat. They are dehy-
drating fish (a delicacy for Semana Santa) and also working 
on making fish flour. Basically, they take fish heads and fish 
bones, dry them out and then grind them up into a powder. 
It is a great natural alternative to consommé, and it can also 
be used as an animal feed, especially for pigs. 

As Volunteers are working with members of their commu-
nities, I encourage them to think about commercial devel-
opment. In the Entrepreneurial Education sector, I think we 
have valid roles as advisors and as consultants. As consul-
tants, we can help our clients improve their business man-



agement skills. But as advisors, we can talk about strategy. 
We owe it to our clients to talk about the economic realities 
of the country and help them filter through good and bad 
ideas for the expansion of their companies. Value-added 
product is certainly a valid theme for advisory work, in my 
opinion.

And this sort of work does not have to be limited to the 
Entrepreneurial Education Program (the new name for the 
Small Business Development Program). Why do families 
who get a new oven only have to sell baked goods within 
their community? Packaging and distributing the products 
could be far more profitable. Community gardens are un-
doubtedly beneficial for local nutrition and health, but their 
effect could be magnified if participants worked on process-
ing the vegetables. 

Yuppies at Whole Foods in the U.S. would salivate over all 
natural chutneys and salsas made from a small community 
in the Nicaraguan highlands. Anyone working with a youth 
group could also take a more industrial route and build a 
simple solar food dryer. There are instructions in the Peace 
Corps Nicaragua cookbook and it is a far more efficient 
method than putting stuff up on the tin roof and hoping it 
does not rain. Anyone with one of these solar dryers could 
easily dry fruits such as papaya or mango, and then slather 
them in chocolate and outsell the chocobanano lady down 
the street.



Granted, successful commercial development, especially 
on an international scale, is not an easy, or a quick, process. 
However, there are many organizations in Nicaragua that 
can help Volunteers and communities. I would personally 
recommend partnering with universities that have agrono-
my and business concentrations. In addition, there exist a 
number of NGOs working in this sort of rural business devel-
opment. 

Technoserve is currently making a push in Nicaragua, and 
the One Acre Fund is another option for Volunteers who 
want to pursue grants with their counterparts. 
The next time you make a trip to the supermarket, take 
note of how many items in your basket are imported from 
abroad. Then reflect on your surroundings: the fruit trees in 
your patio, your host family finca, and the crops produced 
in your rural communities. Let’s pull a 180, and instead of 
seeing “Hecho en Costa Rica” in Nicaraguan supermarkets, 
let’s strive to see “Hecho en Nicaragua” when we are back 
in the States!



Nica 66 Entrance    

Interviews
By Char Stoever, TEFL 64

Name: CJ Sanchez
Training Town/Sector: Santa Teresa/Env 

What were you doing before the Peace Corps?
working as an AmeriCorps NCCC member in the Pacific 
Region. The work consisted of a lot of physical labor 
and traveling to a lot of different states working with 
a various nonprofits on the west coast. 

What’s one thing you’re Glad you brought from the 
states?
my survival books, I don’t imagine actually needing them 
but it’s interesting to have something to look into just 
in case any situation may arise. 

Share a surprising/ funny moment during training.
The first day in my training town I was introduced to the soon-to-be husband of my cousin. 
while shaking his hand he gave me the finger scratch. At the time I didn’t really know what it 
meant so I just didn’t really acknowledge it. I went to his wedding about a week ago and got to 
try the jungle juice with rum, beer, and juice in it. 

What’s your favorite nica-ism?
the nose squish that Nicaraguans do when they don’t understand something. It’s really cute and 
it really helps me know when I need to reword something.

First impressions of Nicaragua?
The architecture and the feel of the country is like a warm neighborhood wherever I go.
 
What do you hope to learn in country?
I hope to learn technical skills that I will be able to transfer at home in the future communities 
that I will serve, such as making the gardens more efficient by using limited resources. 

Where in Nicaragua do you hope to travel?
I hope to travel to Leon, for the awe inspiring sights and the colleges and universities around 
the city. I would also like to travel to Catarina.



Name: Megan Maeang
 Training town/sector: La Paz/env
 
What were you doing before the Peace Corps? 
working at a greenhouse/nursery in my hometown 
in NY!
 
What’s one thing you’re glad you brought from the 
states? EAR. PLUGS.
 
Share a surprising/funny moment during training. 
One day, after a charla I found myself in Jinotepe. 
my other compañeros  wanted to go to the market 

before taking the bus back to La Paz, but I was ready to head home. I hopped on a microbus 
to La Paz. This was my first time taking the bus alone. I was a little anxious but trying to 
act confident.
         
       suddenly, I realizeD I only have a C$20 bill for a 9.50 ride. I’ll just get change. I hand him 
the 20 and realize the woman behind me is trying to give him her 10. I take her bill and hand 
it to the cobrador. I’m internally rejoicing. I just helped complete a transaction. But 
suddenly, he’s not accepting the 10 cords. Why? I try to say something along the lines of 
“no, just me” but He keeps pushing the bill back at me to give back to thE woman. everyone’s 
looking. I was doing so well. I try to say “no” once more and finally  He takes the 10 cords, 
brings it to his chest, and hands it back to me. It was my change for the 20 I gave him. I be-
gan to laugh, But on the inside I was crying. A part of me stayed on that microbus that day. 
A part of me I will never get back. 
 
What’s your favorite nica-ism? 
The lip point. I secretly practice in my room for the day I finally gain enough confidence to 
try it out.
 
First impressions of Nicaragua? 
Beautiful of course, but also so entirely different. I had never left the U.S. before coming 
here so any sort of ideas of Nicaragua I thought I had could not prepare me for what it re-
ally is. But I mean it’s absolutely exceeded my expectations. Not only is it a breathtakingly 
beautiful country, it’s filled with some of the most warm and loving people I’ve ever met.
 
What do you hope to learn in country? 
The lip point. ALso, how to live outside of the confines of the “normal” American life. We 
take  all of our luxuries for granted and complain when they’rE not readily available. I’m 
totally guilty of that, but I want to learn not to “need” things the way I think I think I do. 
“Live simply so that others may simply live.”
 
Where in Nicaragua do you hope to travel? 
I really want to go to León, León to visit their entomology museum!



Name: Laura Linde
 sector: Env
 
What were you doing before the Peace Corps? 
Chemistry TA at University of Wisconsin-Madison, Education 
Intern at Aldo Leopold Nature Center in Monona, WI.
 
What’s one thing you’re glad you brought from the states? 
Kindle loaded with all of the Harry Potter books. (If anyone 
has them in Spanish, hit me up, por favor!)
 
Share a surprising/funny moment during training. 
An PCT believing Don Howard’s real name was Don Howard 
and that he just preferred to Always go by his full name.

 
What’s your favorite nica-ism? 
Tuani - so useful for so many occasions.
 
First impressions of Nicaragua? 
If this is winter, I am going to melt in summer.
 
What do you hope to learn in country? How to speak Spanish/Nicaraguense (more spe-
cifically, how to use sarcasm in Spanish), how to make a bomb nacatamal, and how to 
become a successful volunteer!
 
Where in Nicaragua do you hope to travel? Ometepe. If there’s someplace here that’s the 
complete opposite of Wisconsin, it’s a beach on an island made from two volcanoes.

Name: Julian Cashman
Sector: Env

What were you doing before the Peace Corps?
 I was working at a science camp on the Northern 
California coast.

What’s one thing you’re glad you brought from the 
states?
Chacos!

Share a surprising/funny moment during training.
 As I write this now I’m preparing for my first stool sample (things are going so fast).

What’s your favorite nica-ism?
 It would have to be “Chele”. I figured I might as well embrace the word.

First impressions of Nicaragua?



 I love the people and the land, but I’m not thrilled about the mosquitos and the nancites.

What do you hope to learn in country?
Among a lot of other things, I hope to learn how to make the perfect Gallo Pinto.

Where in Nicaragua do you hope to travel?
I keep hearing good things about Samoto Canyon.

Name: Jacqueline Booth
Training town/sector: Catarina/TEFL 

What were you doing before the Peace Corps?
Working as a Starbucks Barista for a year after grad-
uating. 

What’s one thing you’re happy you brought from the 
states?
My bird book: Birds of Mexico and Central America.

Share a surprising/funny moment during training.
Asking for “the secret elbow” when I wanted the WIFI 

password. Also,  Performing a rap about literacy to the tune of “Fresh Prince”. 

What’s your favorite nica-ism?
Tuane.

First impressions of Nicaragua?
Beautiful country and people! 

What do you hope to learn in country?
How to teach, and which vegetables to plant at what time (how to make a garden).

Where in Nicaragua do you hope to travel?
Probably the Miskito coast at some point! And Ometepe. 

ame: David Monnens
Training town/sector: Masatepe/TEFL 

What were you doing before the Peace Corps? I was a soft-
ware developer living in Sioux Falls, South Dakota

What’s one thing you’re happy you brought from the 
states? Ear plugs, I absolutely can’t stand all of the 
noise of the dogs and roosters.



Share a surprising/funny moment during training. 
On my birthday another family came to my house and gave me a gift of strawberries, my 
favorite fruit.

What’s your favorite nica-ism you’ve learned so far? 
“Deacachimba”, and the Nica sigh.

First impressions of Nicaragua? Pollution everywhere.

What do you hope to learn in country? Aside from Spanish, I would like to learn some 
technical skills in a field that may relate to water or environmental engineering.

Where in Nicaragua do you hope to travel?
I would love to see the Atlantic coast, specifically Bluefields during the Palo Mayo fes-
tival. Within Central America, I want to visit the Panama Canal.

Name: Tara Seibel
 
Training Town/sector: La Paz/Env
 
What were you doing before the Peace Corps?: 
I worked for a non-profit organization and managed 
a team of 5 teacher trainers who worked with 75 
teachers across South Dakota on 4 reservations. I had 
the privilege of working alongside the Lakota Sioux 
tribe – learning, sharing, imagining and building – in 
15 tribal schools focused on refining their approach 
to education and cultivating culturally sustaining 
practices. 
 

What’s one thing you’re glad you brought from the states?: 
My husband… of course! I’m also pretty thankful I brought along a few pictures from 
home to share with my host family.
 
Share a surprising/funny moment during training: 
one of my favorite memories happened while working in our huerto at the school. In the 
midst of my slightly bumbled directions, one student using a machete to cut down a 
large branch, a team sowing sacos, a small group of boys ran and retrieved a stop sign 
and put it in the ground in front of them as they worked to dig holes for the fence. And, 
yes, they moved the stop sign to be positioned perfectly in front of them as they worked 
on each hole. 
 
What’s your favorite nica-ism?
I adore the animated lip point. It is, ironically, used on the Pine Ridge Reservation as well 
and so, of course, there are a few jokes shared across the reservation about the ges-
ture. It resulted in my first and only joke-telling in Nicaragua in Spanish. 



 
First impressions of Nicaragua?: It is full of love and life… and learning. 
 
What do you hope to learn in country?: I hope to learn about the history and impact of 
colonization on the culture and education system. I hope to learn about my permanent 
site’s strengths and bright spots and desires and challenges. I hope to learn, too, about 
the culture, the importance of place (and see more of this beautiful country), and nuances 
of the language.
 
Where in Nicaragua do you hope to travel?: I would love the opportunity to make my way 
to the Caribbean coast.

Name: Talibah Sun
Training Town/sector: San Juan de Oriente/TEFL

What were you doing before the Peace Corps?
I’m a retireD school principal and I’ve taught for 30 
years. Right before this, I was in Jersey City, teaching 
ToFl exam prep for internationall students so that 
they could bcome admitted to trying to  universities 
in the states. 

What’s one thing you’re glad you brought from the 
states? 
My teddy bear, “Momma Bear”. my kids gave it to me 
when they were little. 

Share a surprising/funny moment during training.
You can’t say “you’re hot to people”. To a person from the the Atlantic coast, it’s a casual 
compliment. Here, it’s an advance. 

What’s your favorite nica-ism? 
The back of the hand slap. It means “let’s go”, or “get out of my face”,or “ get out of here”.

First impressions of Nicaragua? 
I’ve lived in bluefields before, so when I first arrived, I thought “yeah yuh!” Then, this time, 
as we were running across the street from the airport to the hotel, I went oh my god... 
wejust had to run across the street from the airport to the hotel. 

What do you hope to learn in country? 
Spanish, and how to work with a co teacher and how this country will best benefit from 
my experience.

Where in Nicaragua do you hope to travel? 
Esteli. I want to go to the mountains and to coffee farms. I want to breathe fresh air, see 
birds, sloths, animals. I want to be in nature. 



Name: Carolina Rodriguez
 
Training town/sector: DiRiamba/ENV
 
What were you doing before the Peace Corps?
Working for a small non-profit in Annapolis, MD as 
part of the Chesapeake Conservation Corps program. 
I was a field and lab technician and managed social 
media and outreach activities. From water quality 
monitoring, to teaching children about environmen-
tal issues, to reading and writing interesting arti-
cles, I had the best job (until now, of course!). 

What’s one thing you’re glad you brought from the states?
Gettysbear, my (slightly oversized) teddy bear. He has travelled extensively, but it’s his 
first trip outside of the U.S. He is adapting to Nica culture beautifully and has really 
embraced the mosquitero life.   

Share a surprising/funny moment during training. 
L I was traveling back from the Atlantic coast after my volunteer visit. on hour 14 of 
the day of travel, I slipped while getting into a crowded microbus and basically did a 
body slide on five people’s laps...Home run?

What’s your favorite nica-ism?
I don’t know. I still find the lip point to be fascinating, though.  

First impressions of Nicaragua?
It’s a Beautiful country with even more beautiful people. Plus, gallo pinto is the bomb.  

What do you hope to learn in country?
So much but I’m most excited to understand jokes in Spanish and to learn random useful 
things (ie how to use tools, how to construct things, etc.).

Where in Nicaragua do you hope to travel?
I would love to hike several volcanoes and have 
a personal (albeit unrealistic) goal to visit ev-
ery beach. Maybe I’ll just start with La Boquita 
and call it quits.

Name: Andrew Dugan

Training town/sector: Niquinohomo/TEFL
 
What were you doing before the Peace Corps?
Oh, you know-destroying my body and spirit at 
a go-nowhere office job. This is better.



 
What’s one thing you’re glad you brought from the States?
I’m happy I brought my guitar. As big a pain as it was to carry on my back and through air-
port after airport, bus after bus, it’s been worth it.
 
Share a surprising/funny moment during training.
In general, I can understand Nicaraguans. My host mother, however, has an almighty ac-
cent and a voice that sounds like it’s been broken by a two-pack-a-day habit, though she’s 
not a smoker. Anyway, I pretend to get what she’s saying. So far it’s worked. I dread the 
day she asks a follow-up question.
 
What’s your favorite Nica-ism?
“Diacachimba, tuani, dale pues,” and so on.  it’s been great fun learning Nicaraguan words 
and dropping all of my s sounds in speech. I also learned that “charla” is a bad word that 
should never be uttered.
 
First impressions of Nicaragua?
Since we arrived in Managua on 12 August, I have yet to stop sweating — sitting in class, in 
an air-conditioned café, in the shower, cryogenically frozen, it doesn’t matter.
 
What do you hope to learn in country?
Why, Spanish, of course! and how to teach! and how to cook Nicaraguan food! and! and! 
and!
 
Where in Nicaragua do you hope to travel?
I’d like to go to Ometepe. Or León. Or — you know what? Anywhere. That’d be fine with me.
 

Name: Daniel Seibel 
Training town/sector: El Rosario/Env
 
What were you doing before the Peace Corps?
My wife (Tara) and I were working and living on 
the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in South Dakota. 
I spent the last four years as the 7-12 Principal of 
a small rural school.
 
What’s one thing you’re glad you brought from 
the states?
My wife. Also, UNO (the game). 
 
Share a surprising/funny moment in training.
After calmly helping me kill the second tarantula 
that I’ve had in my room during training (it was 
just hanging out in my duffel bag waiting to bite 
my hand off), my host mom looked at my pale face 



and told me it was no big deal because this room always has lots of pico caballos...my 
casita is next to a stock yard and they always crawl over the wall into my room be-
cause it’s dry. So I shouldn’t be surprised to see them in there more often.
 
What’s your favorite nica-ism?
Being a bungling large white man, I’ve have several people say “suave, chelle” as I’m 
knocking things/people over. I always interpret them as saying it with a sense of en-
dearment, but that might just be me. 
 
First impressions of Nicaragua?
Beautiful, full of energy and kind people...lots of laughing.  

What do you hope to learn in country?
I’m looking forward to learning more about the challenges and successes in the educa-
tion system here, learning spanish, and being able to play nica folk songs on ukelele.  
Also, how to live a little more suave.
 
Where in Nicaragua do you hope to travel?
Besides BlueFields, the Corn Islands, and Laguna de ApoYo, I look also look forward to 
completing a tour of all the panadarias in the country in order to compile a ranking of 
the best pico in Nicaragua.

Name: Tanya Schimek

Training town/sector: Masatepe/TEFL

What were you doing before the Peace Corps?
I graduated from SUNY Brockport recently and then 
worked at Starbucks as a shift supervisor until it 
was time to leave for Peace Corps.

What’s one thing you’re glad you brought from the 
states?
All of my pictures! They are great for conversation 
starters and help me deal with homesickness!

Share a surprising/funny moment during training.
When I clogged the toilet and my entire host family had to take turns plunging it. No 
one could get it unclogged. Never in my life did I imagine an entire Nicaraguan family in a 
bathroom talking and seeing my poop.

What’s your favorite nica-ism you’ve learned so far?
Al suave.

First impressions of Nicaragua?
Shock. It’s a beautiful country that needs help preserving its natural resources.



What do you hope to learn in country?
I’d like to learn how to be a teacher haha. I’d also like to learn how to live a less material-
istic lifestyle. I want to learn more about the history of Nicaragua. In reality, I want to 
learn as much as i possibly can!

Where in Nicaragua do you hope to travel?
I definitely want to do some volcano boarding. Other than that, I will go wherever I have 
the chance to go! 

Name: Kirsten Hoaby
 Site/sector: Masatepe (training town), TEFL
 
What were you doing before the Peace Corps? 
I graduated from Concordia College in Moorhead, MN in 
May of 2014, after graduation I began working for Titan 
Machinery, a company that sells farm and construction 
equipment. I did marketing for the Latin American division, 
so I got to keep using my Spanish and travel a bit. After 
quitting that job this May, I worked at a summer day camp 
for two months with 40 kids aged 5-11.
 
What’s one thing you’re glad you brought from the 
states?
I brought yerba mate, which is actually from Argentina, but has sparked great conver-
sation and is comforting, delicious, and wonderful. Something I brought that is actually 
from the states is tea - it is so comforting and peaceful to drink in the mornings, and helps 
me start my day right.
 
Share a surprising/funny moment during training.
I mean, the “Students are struggling” rap will forever be my favorite part of charlas. I 
am sure there are other funny things that have happened with my family or in my training 
town, but I can’t ever think of those moments when I need to.
 
What’s your favorite nica-ism?
“Que fachenta!”
 
First impressions of Nicaragua?
I love it here. The people are humble yet generous, and despite the stares and catcalls, I 
think overall people are friendly and just curious about us. I have received positive re-
sponses when I explain what I’m doing here. The scenery is amazing and I’m even getting used 
to the heat, slowly but surely!
 
What do you hope to learn in country?
I would like to learn cultural-specific things, like why lots of Nicas unplug their fridges 
during the day, and I am also hoping to pick up on some good Nicaraguan slang. Profession-



ally, I hope to first learn how to be a teacher, and then work to improve so I can help my 
counterparts be better teachers. There is a lot to learn and I look forward to this adven-
ture!
 
Where in Nicaragua do you hope to travel?
I keep hearing great things about Matagalpa and Estelí, but I would also love to venture 
out to the Atlantic Coast at some point. I want to know this country inside and out by the 
time this 2 years is up!



We hope you enjoyed our food edition! 
Thank you to all of the host 

families who have fed us during our time here.

Va Pué. October 2015.
  Above: Char Stoever’s host Grandma, Mita, making beef soup on a

 sunday. Painted in acrylic for her September 26th birthday. 
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